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Constrained Partial Deduction andthe Preservation of Characteristic TreesMichael Leuschel and Danny De SchreyeK.U. Leuven, Department of Computer ScienceCelestijnenlaan 200 A, B-3001 Heverlee, Belgiume-mail: fmichael,dannydg@cs.kuleuven.ac.beJune 16, 1997AbstractPartial deduction strategies for logic programs often use an abstraction operator toguarantee the �niteness of the set of goals for which partial deductions are produced.Finding an abstraction operator which guarantees �niteness and does not lose relevantinformation is a di�cult problem. In earlier work Gallagher and Bruynooghe proposedto base the abstraction operator on characteristic paths and trees, which capture thestructure of the generated incomplete SLDNF-tree for a given goal.In this paper we exhibit the advantages of characteristic trees over purely syntacticalmeasures: if characteristic trees can be preserved upon generalisation, then we obtain analmost perfect abstraction operator, providing just enough polyvariance to avoid any lossof local specialisation. Unfortunately, the abstraction operators proposed in earlier workdo not always preserve the characteristic trees upon generalisation. We show that thiscan lead to important specialisation losses as well as to non-termination of the partialdeduction algorithm. Furthermore, this problem cannot be adequately solved in theordinary partial deduction setting.We therefore extend the expressivity and precision of the Lloyd and Shepherdsonpartial deduction framework by integrating constraints. We provide formal correctnessresults for the so obtained generic framework of constrained partial deduction. Within thisnew framework we are, among others, able to overcome the above mentioned problems byintroducing an alternative abstraction operator, based on so called pruning constraints.We thus present a terminating partial deduction strategy which, for purely determinateunfolding rules, induces no loss of local specialisation due to the abstraction while ensuringcorrectness of the specialised programs.Keywords: Logic Programming, Program Specialisation, Partial Deduction, Constraints1 IntroductionPartial evaluation has received considerable attention in logic programming [18, 29, 53] andfunctional programming (see e.g. [25] and references therein). In [28] Komorowski introducedthe topic in the logic programming setting and later, for pure logic programs, �rst refersto it as partial deduction. Another milestone is [43], where �rm theoretical foundations forpartial deduction are established. It introduces the notions of independence and closedness,which are properties of the set of atoms for which the partial deduction is performed. Underthese conditions, soundness and completeness of the transformed program are guaranteed.1



In the light of these conditions, a key problem in partial deduction is: given a set of atomsof interest, A, provide a terminating procedure that computes a new set of atoms, A0, and apartial deduction for the atoms in A0, such that:� every atom in A is an instance of an atom in A0, and� the closedness and independence conditions are satis�ed.Moving from the initial set A to the new set A0 requires an abstraction operator. In additionto the conditions stated above, this abstraction operator should preserve as much of thespecialisation that was (in principle) possible for the atoms in A.An approach which tries to achieve all these goals in an elegant and re�ned way is thatof Gallagher and Bruynooghe [20, 17]. Its abstraction operator is based on the notions ofcharacteristic path, characteristic tree and most speci�c generalisation. Intuitively, two atomsof A are replaced by their most speci�c generalisation in A0, if their (incomplete) SLDNF-trees under the given unfolding rule have an identical structure (this structure is referred toas the characteristic tree). So, the main idea is, instead of using the syntactic structure of theatoms in A, the abstraction operator examines their specialisation behaviour . Furthermore,if the characteristic trees are preserved by the generalisation then a lot of the specialisationthat was possible within A will still be possible within A0.Unfortunately, although the approach is conceptually appealing, several errors turn up inthe arguments provided in [20] and [17]. In the current paper we show that these errors canlead to relevant precision losses and even to non-termination of the partial deduction process.We will also show that these problems cannot be solved within the standard partial deductionapproach based on [43]. We therefore extend the standard partial deduction frameworkby integrating ideas from constraint logic programming (CLP) so as to be able to placeconstraints on the atoms in A. Within this new generic framework of constrained partialdeduction we will be able to (signi�cantly) adapt the approaches of [20, 17] to overcomethe above mentioned problems. This is achieved by introducing an alternative abstractionoperator, which is based on so called pruning constraints expressed using Clark's equalitytheory (CET). For de�nite programs and purely determinate unfolding rules1, this adaptedapproach allows to solve all problems with the original formulations in [20] and [17], thusensuring the claimed termination and precision properties.The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce partial deduction froma theoretical viewpoint, expose some of the practical di�culties, introduce the concepts oflocal and global precision and de�ne the \control of polyvariance" problem. We also outlinean algorithm for partial deduction and show the interest of using an abstraction operator.In Section 3 we introduce the concepts of characteristic paths and trees and exhibit theirsigni�cance for partial deduction. This is the �rst time that, to our knowledge, the interestand motivations of characteristic trees (or neighbourhoods in supercompilation of functionalprograms [67, 68] for that matter) are made explicit. We also make a �rst attempt at de�ninga proper abstraction operator and show its (substantial) di�culties. We also illustrate theproblem with the approaches in [20] and [17]. In Section 4 we introduce the framework forconstrained partial deduction along with a fundamental correctness result. In Section 5 wepresent a particular instance of the framework, based on Clark's equality theory, along withan algorithm and an associated abstraction operator. We show that, for de�nite programs andcertain unfolding rules, this approach ensures termination while providing a very precise and�ne grained control of polyvariance. In Section 6 we present some results of an implementation1This same limitation is also present in [20]. We will, however, show how this limitation can be lifted in arather straightforward manner. 2



of this approach. In the discussion in Section 7 we point out several ways to extend the methodto normal programs and more powerful unfolding rules. We also discuss related work andother potential applications of the constrained partial deduction framework of Section 4. Theconclusion can be found in Section 8.2 Preliminaries and MotivationsThroughout this paper, we suppose familiarity with basic notions in logic programming (seee.g. [1, 42]). Notational conventions are standard and self-evident. In particular, in programs,we denote variables through strings starting with (or usually just consisting of) an upper-case symbol, while the names of constants, functions and predicates begin with a lower-casecharacter.As common in partial deduction, the notion of SLDNF-trees is extended to also allowincomplete SLDNF-trees which, in addition to success and failure leaves, may also containleaves where no literal has been selected for a further derivation step. Leaves of the latterkind will be called dangling [49]. Also, a trivial SLDNF-tree is one whose root is a danglingleaf.2.1 Partial DeductionGiven a logic program P and a goal G, partial deduction produces a new program P 0 which isP \specialised" to the goal G; the aim being that the specialised program P 0 is more e�cientthan the original program P for all goals which are instances of G.The technique of partial deduction is based on constructing �nite, but possibly incompleteSLDNF-trees for a set of atoms A. The derivation steps in these SLDNF-trees correspondto the computation steps which have been performed beforehand by the partial deducer andthe clauses of the specialised program are then extracted from these trees by constructingone specialised clause per branch. The incomplete SLDNF-trees are obtained by applying anunfolding rule, de�ned as follows:De�nition 2.1 (unfolding rule) An unfolding rule U is a function which, given a programP and a goal G, returns a �nite and non-trivial SLDNF-tree for P [ fGg.The resulting specialised clauses are extracted from the incomplete SLDNF-trees in thefollowing manner:De�nition 2.2 (resultants(�)) Let P be a normal program and A an atom. Let � be a�nite SLDNF-tree for P [ f Ag. Let  G1; : : : ; Gn be the goals in the (non-root) leavesof the non-failed branches of � . Let �1; : : : ; �n be the computed answers of the derivationsfrom  A to  G1; : : : ; Gn respectively. Then the set of resultants, resultants(�), isde�ned to be fA�1  G1; : : : ; A�n  Gng.As the goal in the root of � is atomic, the resultants resultants(�) are all clauses. Wecan thus formalise partial deduction in the following way.De�nition 2.3 (partial deduction) Let P be a normal program and A an atom. Let �be a �nite, non-trivial SLDNF-tree for P [ f Ag. Then the set of clauses resultants(�) iscalled a partial deduction of A in P . 3



If A is a �nite set of atoms, then a partial deduction of A in P is the union of one partialdeduction for each element of A. A partial deduction of P wrt A is a normal program obtainedfrom P by replacing the set of clauses in P , whose head contains one of the predicate symbolsappearing in A (called the partially deduced predicates), with a partial deduction of A in P .Note that if � is a trivial SLDNF-tree for P [ f Ag then resultants(�) consists of theproblematic clause A A and the specialised program of De�nition 2.3 would contain a loop.That is why trivial trees are not allowed in De�nitions 2.1 and 2.3. This is, however, not asu�cient condition for correctness of the specialised programs. In [43], Lloyd and Shepherdsonpresented a fundamental correctness theorem for partial deduction. The two (additional)basic requirements for correctness of a partial deduction of P wrt A are the independence andclosedness conditions. The independence condition guarantees that the specialised programdoes not produce additional answers and the closedness condition guarantees that all calls,which might occur during the execution of the specialised program, are covered by somede�nition. The following summarises the correctness result of [43]:De�nition 2.4 (A-closed, independence) Let S be a set of �rst order formulas and Aa �nite set of atoms. Then S is A-closed i� each atom in S containing a predicate symboloccurring in an atom in A is an instance of an atom in A. Furthermore we say that A isindependent i� no pair of atoms in A have a common instance.Theorem 2.5 (correctness of partial deduction [43]) Let P be a normal program, Ga normal goal, A a �nite, independent set of atoms, and P 0 a partial deduction of P wrt Asuch that P 0 [ fGg is A-closed. Then the following hold:1. P 0 [ fGg has an SLDNF-refutation with computed answer � i� P [ fGg does.2. P 0 [ fGg has a �nitely failed SLDNF-tree i� P [ fGg does.[3] also proposes an extension of Theorem 2.5 which uses a notion of coveredness insteadof closedness. The basic idea is to restrict the attention to those parts of the specialisedprogram P 0 which can be reached from G.Example 2.6 Let P be the following program:(1) member(X; [X jT ]) (2) member(X; [Y jT ]) member(X; T )(3) inboth(X;L1; L2) member(X;L1);member(X;L2)Then the following is a partial deduction wrt A = finboth(X; [a; b; c]; [c; d; e])g such that theconditions of Theorem 2.5 are veri�ed for the goal G = inboth(X; [a; b; c]; [c; d; e]).(1) member(X; [X jT ]) (2) member(X; [Y jT ]) member(X; T )(3') inboth(c; [a; b; c]; [c; d; e]) 4



Note that the original unspecialised program P is also a partial deduction wrt A =fmember(X;L); inboth(X;L1; L2)g which furthermore satis�es the correctness conditions ofTheorem 2.5 for any goal G. In other words, neither De�nition 2.3 nor the conditions ofTheorem 2.5 ensure that any specialisation has actually been performed. Nor do they giveany indication on how to construct a suitable set A and a suitable partial deduction wrt Asatisfying the correctness criteria for a given goal G of interest. These are all considerationsgenerally delegated to the control of partial deduction, which we discuss next.2.2 Control of Partial DeductionIn partial deduction one usually distinguishes two levels of control [18, 51]:� the global control , in which one chooses the set A, i.e. one decides which atoms will bepartially deduced, and� the local control , in which one constructs the �nite (possibly incomplete) SLDNF-treesfor each individual atom in A and thus determines what the de�nitions for the partiallydeduced atoms look like.In the following we examine how these two levels of control interact. In fact, when con-trolling partial deduction the three following, often conicting, aspects have to be reconciled:1. Correctness, i.e. ensuring that Theorem 2.5 or its extension can be applied. This can bedivided into a local condition, requiring the constructing of non-trivial trees, and intoa global one related to the independence and coveredness (or closedness) conditions.2. Termination. This aspect can again be divided into a local and a global one. First,the problem of keeping each SLDNF-tree �nite is referred to as the local terminationproblem. Secondly keeping the set A �nite is referred to as the global terminationproblem.3. Precision. For precision we can again discern two aspects. One which we might calllocal precision and which is related to the unfolding rule and to the fact that (potentialfor) specialisation can be lost if we stop unfolding an atom in A prematurely. Indeed,when we stop the unfolding process at a given goal Q, then all the atoms in Q aretreated separately (partial deductions are de�ned for sets of atoms and not for setsof goals). For instance if we stop the unfolding process in Example 2.6 for G = inboth(X; [a; b; c]; [c; d; e]) at the goal Q = member(X; [a; b; c]); member(X; [c; d; e]),partial deduction will not be able to infer that the only possible answer for Q and G isfX=cg. Another important issue in the context of local precision and specialisation isthe choice of the particular selected literal.The second aspect could be called the global precision related to the set A. In generalhaving a more precise and �ne grained set A (with more instantiated atoms) will lead tobetter specialisation. For instance given the set A = fmember(a; [a; b]);member(c; [d])gpartial deduction can perform much more specialisation (i.e. detecting that the goal member(a; [a; b]) always succeeds exactly once and that  member(c; [d]) fails)than given the less instantiated set A0 = fmember(X; [Y jT ])g.A good partial deduction algorithm will ensure correctness and termination while max-imising the precision of point 3. 5



Let us now examine a bit closer how those three conicting aspects can be reconciled andcombined.On the side of correctness there are two ways to ensure the independence condition. Oneis to apply a generalisation operator like the msg2 on all the atoms in A which are notindependent (�rst proposed in [3]). Applying this technique e.g. to the dependent set A =fmember(a; L);member(X; [b])g yields the independent set fmember(X;L)g. This approachalso alleviates to some extent the global termination problem. However, it also diminishesthe global precision and, as can be guessed from the above example, can seriously diminishthe potential for specialisation.This loss of precision can be completely avoided by using a renaming transformation to en-sure independence. Renaming will map dependent atoms to new predicate symbols and thusalways generate an independent set without precision loss. For instance the dependent set Aabove can be transformed into the independent set A0 = fmember(a; L); member0(X; [b])g.The renaming transformation also has to map the atoms inside the residual program aswell as the partial deduction goal to the correct versions of A0 (e.g. rename the goal G = member(a; [a; c]);member(b; [b]) into member(a; [a; c]);member0(b; [b])). Renaming canoften be combined with argument �ltering to improve the e�ciency of the specialised pro-gram. For instance, instead of renaming A into the set A0 above, A would be renamed intofmema(L); memb(X)g and the goal G would be renamed into  mema([a; c]);memb(b). Forfurther details about �ltering see e.g. [20] or [2] where the �ltering phase is performed as aone-step post-processing renaming. See also [54], where �ltering is obtained automaticallywhen using folding to simulate partial evaluation. Filtering has also been referred to as\pushing down meta-arguments" in [64] or \PDMA" in [52]. In functional programming theterm of \arity raising" has also been used.Renaming and �ltering are used in a lot of practical approaches (e.g. [17, 18, 20, 38, 33, 34])and adapted correctness results can be found in [2]. See also the more powerful �lteringtechniques in [41].The local control component is encapsulated in the unfolding rule, de�ned above. Inaddition to local correctness, termination and precision, the requirements on unfolding rulesalso include avoiding search space explosion as well as work duplication. One particular classof unfolding rules, addressing the two latter points, are based on determinacy [20, 18, 17].Basically these rules stop unfolding as soon as a choice-point is encountered. We will de�nedeterminate unfolding rules as follows:De�nition 2.7 (determinate unfolding) A tree is determinate if the root node is not aleaf node and if each node has either at most 1 child or has only leaves as its children. Anunfolding rule is (purely) determinate if for every program P and every goal G it returns adeterminate SLDNF-tree. An unfolding rule is lookahead determinate if for every programP and every goal G it returns an SLDNF-tree � such that the subtree �� of � , obtained byremoving the failed branches, is determinate.Methods solely based on determinacy, avoid search space explosion and limit workduplication3, but can be somewhat too conservative. Also, in itself, determinate unfolding2Most speci�c generalisation, also known as anti-uni�cation or least general generalisation, see for instance[32].3Under the condition that non-determinate unfolding steps follow the computation rule of the underlyingsystem. 6



does not guarantee termination, as there can be in�nitely failing determinate computations.Termination can be ensured by imposing a depth bound, but much more re�ned approachesto ensure local termination exist. The methods in [6, 50, 49, 46] are based on well-foundedorders, inspired by their usefulness in the context of static termination analysis (see e.g.[13, 10]). Instead of well-founded ones, well-quasi orders can be used [4, 58]. Homeomorphicembedding [63, 40] on selected atoms has recently gained popularity as the basis for such anorder. These techniques ensure termination, while at the same time allowing unfolding re-lated to the structural aspect of the program and goal to be partially deduced, by for instanceallowing the consumption of relevant partial input inside the atoms of A.So if we use renaming to ensure independence and suppose that the local terminationand precision problems have been solved, e.g. by [6, 50, 49, 46], we are still left with theproblem of ensuring closedness and global termination while minimising the global precisionloss. We call this combination of problems the control of polyvariance problem because it isvery closely related to how many di�erent specialised version of some given predicate shouldbe put into A.4 It is this problem we address in this paper.Let us examine how the 3 subproblems of the control of polyvariance problem are re-lated.� Closedness vs. Global TerminationClosedness can be simply ensured by repeatedly adding the uncovered (i.e not satis-fying De�nition 2.4 for A-closedness) atoms to A and unfolding them. Unfortunatelythis process generally leads to non-termination (even when using the msg to ensureindependence). The classical example illustrating this non-termination is the \reversewith accumulating parameter" program (see Example 3.7 below or e.g. [46, 50]).� Global Termination vs. Global PrecisionTo ensure �niteness of A we can repeatedly apply an \abstraction" operator on Awhich generates a set of more general atoms. Unfortunately this induces a loss ofglobal precision.By using the two ideas above to (try to) ensure coveredness and global termination, wecan formulate a generic partial deduction algorithm. First, the concept of an abstraction hasto be de�ned.De�nition 2.8 (abstraction) Let A and A0 be sets of atoms. Then A0 is an abstractionof A i� every atom in A is an instance of an atom in A0. An abstraction operator is anoperator which maps every �nite set of atoms to a �nite abstraction of it.The above de�nition of abstract guarantees that any partial deduction wrt A0 is alsocorrect wrt any atom in A. Note that sometimes an abstraction operator is also referred toas a generalisation operator.The following generic scheme, based on a similar one in [17, 18], describes the basic layoutof practically all algorithms for controlling partial deduction.Algorithm 2.9 (standard partial deduction)Input: A program P and a goal GOutput: A specialised program P 0Initialise: i = 0, A0 = fA j A is an atom in G grepeat4A method is called monovariant if it allows only one specialised version per predicate.7



for each Ak 2 Ai, compute a �nite SLDNF-tree �k for P [ f Akg by applying anunfolding rule U ;let A0i := Ai[ fBljBl is an atom in a leaf of some tree �k, such thatBl is not an instance5 of any Aj 2 Aig;let Ai+1 := abstract(A0i); where abstract is an abstraction operatori := i + 1until Ai+1 = AiApply a renaming transformation to Ai to ensure independence and then construct P 0 bytaking resultants.In itself the use of an abstraction operator does not yet guarantee global termination.But, if the above algorithm terminates then closedness (modulo renaming) is ensured. Withthis observation we can reformulate the control of polyvariance problem as one of �nding anabstraction operator which minimises loss of precision and ensures termination.A very simple abstraction operator which ensures termination can be obtained by im-posing a �nite maximum number of atoms in Ai and using the msg to stick to that �nitenumber. For example, in [50] one atom per predicate is enforced by using the msg. However,using the msg in this way can induce an even bigger loss of precision (compared to usingthe msg to ensure independence) because it will now also be applied on independent atoms.For instance, calculating the msg for the set of atoms fsolve(p(a)); solve(q(f(b)))g yields theatom solve(X) and all potential for specialisation is probably lost.In [50] this problem has been remedied to some extent by using a static pre-processingrenaming phase (as de�ned in [3]) which will generate one extra (renamed) version for thetop-level atom to be specialised. However, this technique only works well if all relevant inputcan be consumed in one go (i.e. one unfolding) of this top-most atom. Apart from the factthat this huge unfolding is not always a good idea from a point of view of e�ciency (e.g.it can considerably slow down the program due to search space explosion), in a lot of casesthis simply cannot be accomplished (for instance if partial input is not consumed but carriedalong, like the representation of an object-program inside a meta-interpreter).The basic goal pursued in the remainder of this paper is to de�ne a exible abstractionoperator which does not exhibit this dramatic loss of precision and provides a �ne-grainedcontrol of polyvariance, while still guaranteeing termination of the partial deduction process.For a recent approach (orthogonal to ours), which tackles this problem from anotherperspective, see [51]. In this approach structure is added to the set of atoms A allowing theabstraction operator to be applied more selectively. We will discuss how these two approachescan be reconciled in Section 7.3 Abstraction Using Characteristic TreesIn the previous section we have presented the generic partial deduction Algorithm 2.9. Thisalgorithm is parametrised by an unfolding rule for the local control and by an abstractionoperator for the control of polyvariance. The abstraction operator examines a set of atomsand then decides which of the atoms should be abstracted and which ones should be leftunmodi�ed. An abstraction operator like the msg is just based on the syntactic structure of5Instead of an instance check one can also use a variant check. This gives more precision, at the cost of anincreased danger for non-termination. 8



the atoms to be specialised. This is generally not such a good idea. Indeed, two atoms canbe unfolded and specialised in a very similar way in the context of one program P1, while inthe context of another program P2 their specialisation behaviour can be drastically di�erent.The syntactic structure of the two atoms is of course una�ected by the particular contextand an operator like the msg will perform exactly the same abstraction within P1 and P2,although vastly di�erent generalisations might be called for.A better candidate for an abstraction might be to examine the �nite (possibly incomplete)SLDNF-tree generated for these atoms. These trees capture (to some depth) how the atomsbehave computationally in the context of the respective programs. They also capture (partof) the specialisation that has been performed on these atoms. An abstraction operatorwhich takes these trees into account will notice their similar behaviour in the context of P1and their dissimilar behaviour within P2, and can therefore take appropriate actions in theform of di�erent generalisations. The following example illustrates these points.Example 3.1 Let P be the append program:(1) append([]; Z; Z) (2) append([H jX ]; Y; [H jZ]) append(X; Y; Z)Note that we have added clause numbers, which we will henceforth take the liberty to in-corporate into illustrations of SLD-trees, in order to clarify which clauses have been resolvedwith. To avoid cluttering the �gures we will also drop the substitutions in such �gures.Let A = fB;Cg be a set of atoms, with B = append([a]; X; Y ) and C = append(X; [a]; Y ).Note that A and B have common instances. Typically a partial deducer will unfold the twoatoms of A in the way depicted in Figure 1, returning the �nite SLD-trees �B and �C . Thesetwo trees, as well as the associated resultants, have a very di�erent structure. The atomappend([a]; X; Y ) has been fully unfolded and we obtain for resultants(�B) the single fact:append([a]; X; [ajX]) while for append(X; [a]; Y ) we obtain the following set of clauses resultants(�C ):append([]; [a]; [a]) append([H jX ]; [a]; [H jZ]) append(X; [a]; Z)So, in this case, it is vital to keep separate specialised versions for B and C and not abstractthem by e.g. their msg.However, it is very easy to come up with another context in which the di�erence betweenatoms with identical structure to B and C is almost indiscernible. Take for instance thefollowing program P � in which the predicate compos no longer appends two lists but �ndscommon elements at common positions:(1�) compos([X jTX]; [X jTY ]; [X ]) (2�) compos([X jTX]; [Y jTY ]; E) compos(TX ; TY ; E)The associated �nite SLD-trees ��B and ��C , depicted in Figure 2, are now almost fully identical.In that case, it is not useful to keep di�erent specialised versions for B� = compos([a]; X; Y )and C� = compos(X; [a]; Y ) (which, apart from the predicate symbol, are identical to B andC respectively) because the following single set of specialised clauses could be used for B�and C� without specialisation loss:compos([ajT1]; [ajT2]; [a]) This illustrates that the syntactic structures of B;C and B�; C� alone provide insu�cientinformation for a satisfactory control of polyvariance and that a re�ned abstraction operatorshould also take the associated SLD(NF)-trees into consideration.9



���	 @@@R@@@R���	 append([a]; X; Y )  append(X; [a]; Y )2  append(X 0; [a]; Y 0)(1) (2) append([]; X; Y 0)2(1) (2)Figure 1: SLD-trees �B and �C for Example 3.1���	 @@@R���	 @@@R2 compos([a]; X; Y )  compos(X; [a]; Y )2  compos(TX ; []; E)(1�) (2�) compos([]; TX ; E)fail fail(1�) (2�)Figure 2: SLD-trees ��B and ��C for Example 3.13.1 Characteristic Paths and TreesAs motivated above, a re�ned abstraction operator should only generalise two (or more) atomsif their associated �nite SLDNF-trees are \similar enough". A crucial question is of coursewhich part of these SLDNF-trees should be taken into account to decide upon similarity. Ifeverything is taken into account, i.e. two atoms are abstracted only if their associated treesare identical, this amounts to performing no abstraction at all. So an abstraction operatorshould focus on the \essential" structure of an SLDNF-tree and for instance disregard theparticular substitutions and goals within the tree. The following two de�nitions, adaptedfrom [17], do just that: they characterise the essential structure of SLDNF-derivations andtrees.De�nition 3.2 (characteristic path) Let G0 be a goal and let P be a normal programwhose clauses are numbered. Let G0; : : : ; Gn be the goals of a �nite, possibly incompleteSLDNF-derivation � of P [fG0g. The characteristic path of the derivation � is the sequencehl0 � c0; : : : ; ln�1 � cn�1i, where li is the position of the selected literal in Gi, and ci is de�nedas: � if the selected literal is an atom, then ci is the number of the clause chosen to resolvewith Gi.� if the selected literal is :p(�t), then ci is the predicate p.The set containing the characteristic paths of all possible �nite SLDNF-derivations for P [fG0g will be denoted by chpaths(P;G0).For example, the characteristic path of the derivation associated with the only branch ofthe SLD-tree �B in Figure 1 is h1 � 2; 1 � 1i. 10



Recall that an SLDNF-derivation D can be either failed, incomplete, successful or in�nite.As we will see below, characteristic paths will only be used to characterise �nite and non-failed derivations of atomic goals, corresponding to the atoms to be partially deduced. Still,one might wonder why a characteristic path does not contain information on whether theassociated derivation is successful or incomplete. The following proposition gives an answerto that question.Proposition 3.3 Let P be a normal program and let G1; G2 be two goals with the samenumber of literals. Let �1; �2 be two non-failed, �nite derivations for P [ fG1g and P [ fG2grespectively. Also let �1 and �2 have the same characteristic path p. Then(1) �1 is successful i� �2 is and(2) �1 is incomplete i� �2 is.Proof As �1 and �2 can only be successful or incomplete, points (1) and (2) are equivalentand it is su�cient to prove point (1). Also, as �1 and �2 have the same characteristic paththey must have the same length (i.e. same number of derivation steps) and we will prove thelemma by induction on the length of �1 and �2.Induction Hypothesis: Proposition 3.3 holds for derivations �1; �2 with length � n.Base Case: �1; �2 have the length 0.This means that G1 is the �nal goal of �1 and G2 the �nal goal of �2. As G1 and G2 havethe same number of literals it is impossible to have that G1 = 2 while G2 6= 2 or G1 6= 2while G2 = 2, where 2 denotes the empty goal.Induction Step: �1; �2 have length n + 1.Let R0; : : : ; Rn+1 be the sequence of goals of �1 (with R0 = G1) and let Q0; : : : ; Qn+1 be thesequence of goals of �2 (with Q0 = G2). Let �01 be the su�x of �1 whose sequence of goals isR1; : : : ; Rn+1. Similarly, let �02 be the su�x of �2 whose sequence of goals is Q1; : : : ; Qn+1. Letp = hl0 � c0; : : : ; ln � cni be the characteristic path of �1 and �2. There are two possibilities forl0 � c0, corresponding to whether a positive or negative literal has been selected. If a negativeliteral has been selected then (for both R0 and Q0) one literal has been removed and R1 andQ1 have the same number of literals. Similarly if a positive literal has been selected thentrivially R1 and Q1 have the same number of literals (because the same clause c1 in the sameprogram P has been used). In both cases R1 and Q1 have the same number of literals and wecan therefore apply the induction hypothesis on �01 and �02 to prove that �01 is successful i� �02is. Finally, because �1 (respectively �2) is successful i� �01 (respectively �02) is, the inductionstep holds. 2As a corollary of the above lemma we have that, in the context of �nite, non-failedderivations of atomic goals, the information about whether the derivation associated witha characteristic path is incomplete or successful is already implicitly present and no furtherprecision would be gained by adding it.Also, once the top-level goal is known, the characteristic path is su�cient to reconstructall the intermediate goals as well as the �nal one.Now that we have characterised derivations, we can characterise goals by characterisingthe derivations of their associated �nite SLDNF-trees.De�nition 3.4 (characteristic tree) Let G be a goal and P a normal program and � bea �nite SLDNF-tree for P [ fGg. Then the characteristic tree �̂ of � is the set containing11



the characteristic paths of the non-failed SLDNF-derivations associated with the branches of� . �̂ is called a characteristic tree i� it is the characteristic tree of some �nite SLDNF-tree.Let U be an unfolding rule such that U(P;G) = � . Then �̂ is also called the characteristictree of G (in P ) via U . We introduce the notation chtree(G;P; U) = �̂ . We also say that �̂ isa characteristic tree of G (in P ) if it is the characteristic tree of G (in P ) via some unfoldingrule U .Although a characteristic tree only contains a collection of characteristic paths, the actualtree structure can be reconstructed without ambiguity. The \glue" is provided by the clausenumbers inside the characteristic paths (branching in the tree is indicated by di�ering clausenumbers).Example 3.5 The characteristic trees of the �nite SLD-trees �B and �C in Figure 1 arefh1 � 2; 1 � 1ig and fh1 � 1i; h1 � 2ig respectively. The characteristic trees of the �nite SLD-trees ��B and ��C in Figure 2 are both fh1 � 1�ig.The following observation underlines the interest of characteristic trees in the contextof partial deduction. Indeed, the characteristic tree of an atom A explicitly or implicitlycaptures the following important aspects of specialisation:� the branches pruned through the unfolding process (namely those that are absent fromthe characteristic tree). For instance by looking at the characteristic trees of �B; �C ofExamples 3.1 and 3.5, we can see that two branches have been pruned for the atom B(thereby removing recursion) whereas no pruning could be performed for C.� how deep  A has been unfolded and which literals and clauses have been resolvedwith each other in that process. This captures the computation steps that have alreadybeen performed at partial deduction time.� the number of clauses in the resultants of A (namely one per characteristic path) andalso (implicitly) which predicates are called in the bodies of the resultants. As we willsee later, this means that a single predicate de�nition can (in principle) be used for twoatoms which have the same characteristic tree.In other words, the characteristic tree �A captures all the relevant local specialisationaspects of A. An aspect that is not explicitly captured by the characteristic tree �A is howthe atoms in the leaves of the associated SLDNF-tree are further specialised. These callpatterns inuence the set of atoms to be partially deduced, i.e. they inuence the globalcontrol and precision.Finally, note that characteristic trees only contains paths for the non-failed branchesand therefore do not capture how exactly some branches were pruned. However, this is ofno relevance, because the failing branches do not materialise within the resultants (i.e. thespecialised code generated for the atoms).In summary, characteristic trees seem to be an almost ideal vehicle for a re�ned controlof polyvariance [20, 17], a fact we will try to exploit in the following section.3.2 An Abstraction Operator using Characteristic TreesThe following de�nition captures a �rst attempt at using characteristic trees for the controlof polyvariance. 12



De�nition 3.6 (chabsP;U) Let P be a normal program, U an unfolding rule and A a setof atoms. For every characteristic tree � , let A� be de�ned as A� = fA j A 2 S ^ chtree( A; P; U) = �g. The abstraction operator chabsP;U is then de�ned as:chabsP;U(A) = fmsg(A�) j � is a characteristic treeg.The following example illustrates the above de�nition.Example 3.7 Let P be the program reversing a list using an accumulating parameter:(1) rev([]; Acc;Acc) (2) rev([H jT ]; Acc;Res) rev(T; [H jAcc];Res)We will use chabsP;U with a purely determinate unfolding rule U (allowing non-determinatesteps only in the root) inside the generic Algorithm 2.9. When starting out with the set A0=frev([ajB]; [];R)g the following steps are performed by Algorithm 2.9:� unfold the atom in A0 (see Figure 3) and add the atoms in the leaves yielding A00 =frev([ajB]; [];R); rev(B; [a];R)g.� apply the abstraction operator:A1 = chabsP;U (A00) = frev([ajB]; [];R); rev(B; [a]; R)g because the atoms in A00 havedi�erent characteristic trees.� unfold the atoms in A1 (see Figure 3) and add the atoms in the leaves yieldingA01 = frev([ajB]; [];R); rev(B; [a];R); rev(T; [H;a];R)g.� apply the abstraction operator: A2 = chabsP;U(A01) =frev([ajB]; [];R); rev(T; [AjB]; R)g, because rev(B; [a]; R) and rev(T; [H;a];R) have thesame characteristic tree (see Figure 3).� unfold the atoms in A2 and add the atoms in the leaves yielding:A02 = frev([ajB]; [];R); rev(T; [AjB]; R); rev(T 0; [H 0; AjB]; R)g.� apply the abstraction operator: A3 = chabsP;U (A02) = A2 and we have reached a�x-point and thus obtain the following partial deduction satisfying the coverednesscondition (and which is also independent without renaming):rev([ajB]; []; R) rev(B; [a]; R)rev([]; [AjB]; [AjB]) rev([H jT ]; [AjB]; Res) rev(T; [H;AjB];Res)Because of the selective application of the msg , no loss of precision has been incurred bychabsP;U , i.e. the pruning and pre-computation for e.g. the atom rev([ajB]; []; R) has beenpreserved. An abstraction operator allowing just one version per predicate would have lostthis local specialisation, while a method with unlimited polyvariance (also called dynamicrenaming, in e.g. [2]) does not terminate.For this example, chabsP;U provides a terminating and �ne grained control of polyvariance,conferring just as many versions as necessary. The abstraction operator chabsP;U is thus muchmore exible than e.g. the static pre-processing renaming of [3, 50]).The above example is thus very encouraging, and one might hope that chabsP;U alwayspreserves the characteristic trees upon generalisation and that it might already provide are�ned solution to the control of polyvariance problem. Unfortunately, although for a lot ofpractical cases chabsP;U performs quite well, it does not always preserve the characteristictrees, entailing a sometimes quite severe loss of precision and specialisation. Let us examinean example:Example 3.8 Let P be the program: 13



? @@@R���	 @@@R���	(2) (1)2 (2) rev(B; [a]; R)(1)2 (2) rev(T; [H; a]; R) rev(T 0; [H0;H; a]; R) rev(T; [H; a]; R) rev([ajB]; []; R) rev(B; [a]; R)Figure 3: SLD-trees for Example 3.7(1) p(X) (2) p(c) Take A = fp(a); p(b)g. Using any non-trivial unfolding, the goals  p(a) and  p(b) havethe same characteristic tree � = fh1 � 1ig. Thus chabsP;U(S) = fp(X)g and unfortunately p(X) has the characteristic tree � 0 = fh1�1i; h1�2ig and the pruning that was possible forthe atoms p(a) and p(b) has been lost. More importantly there exists no atom, more generalthan p(a) and p(b), which has � as its characteristic tree.The problem in the above example is that, through generalisation, a new non-failed deriva-tion has been added (thereby modifying the characteristic tree). Starting in the next sectionwe will present a solution to this problem by adding constraints to the generalisation in orderto ensure that such new non-failed derivations cannot arise. For this example, we mightproduce as generalisation the atom p(X) with the added constraint that X is di�erent fromc. Another problem occurs when negative literals are selected by the unfolding rule.Example 3.9 Let us examine the following program P :(1) p(X) :q(X)(2) q(f(X)) For this program the goals  p(a) and  p(b) have the same characteristic tree fh1 � 1; 1 �qig. The abstraction operator chabsP;U will therefore produce fp(X)g as a generalisation offp(a); p(b)g. Again however,  p(X) has the di�erent characteristic tree fh1 � 1ig, becausethe non-ground literal :q(X) cannot be selected in the resolvent of  p(X). The problemis that, by generalisation, a previously selectable ground negative literal in a resolvent canbecome non-ground and thus no longer selectable by SLDNF.These losses of precision can have some regrettable consequences in practice:� important opportunities for specialisation can be lost and� termination of Algorithm 2.9 can be undermined.Let us illustrate the possible precision losses through two simple, but more realistic ex-amples.Example 3.10 Let P be the following program, checking two lists for equality.(1) eqlist([]; []) (2) eqlist([H jX ]; [HjY ]) eqlist(X; Y )14



Given a purely determinate unfolding rule, the atomsA = eqlist([1; 2]; L),B = eqlist(L; [3; 4])have the same characteristic tree � = fh1 � 2; 1 � 2; 1 � 1ig. Unfortunately the abstractionoperator chabsP;U is unable to preserve � . Indeed, chabsP;U(fA;Bg) = feqlist(X; Y )g whosecharacteristic tree is fh1 � 1i; h1 � 2ig and the precomputation and pruning performed on Aand B has been lost.The previous example is taken from [17], whose abstraction mechanism can solve theexample. The following example can, however, not be solved by [17].Example 3.11 Let P be the well known member program, already encountered in Exam-ple 2.6.(1) member(X; [X jT ]) (2) member(X; [Y jT ]) member(X; T )Then both A = member(a; [b; cjT ]) and B = member(a; [c; djT ]) have the same characteristictree � = fh1�2; 1�2; 1�1i; h1�2; 1�2; 1�2g, using a purely determinate unfolding rule. However,chabsP;U(fA;Bg) = fmember(a; [X;Y jT ])g whose characteristic tree is unfortunately fh1 �1i; h1 � 2ig. The precomputation and pruning that was possible for A and B has again notbeen preserved by chabsP;U . Applying e.g. Algorithm 2.9, we obtain at the next iteration theset chabsP;U(fmember(a; [X;Y jT ]); member(a; [Y jT ])g) = fmember(a; [Y jT ])g and then the�nal set chabsP;U(fmember(a; [Y jT ]); member(a; T)g) = fmember(a; T )g. We thus obtainthe following suboptimal, unpruned program P 0, performing redundant computations forboth A and B:(1') member(a; [ajT ]) (2') member(a; [Y jT ]) member(a; T )Let us discuss the termination aspects next. One might hope that chabsP;U ensures termi-nation of partial deduction Algorithm 2.9 if the number of characteristic trees is �nite (whichcan be ensured by using a depth-bound for characteristic trees6 or by the more sophisticatedtechnique of [40] | we will return to this issue in Section 7).Actually if the characteristic trees are preserved, then the abstraction operator chabsP;Udoes ensure termination of Algorithm 2.9. To prove this we have to show that when we adda set of atoms L to Ai, then either chabsP;U(Ai [L) = Ai (i.e. we have reached a �xpoint inour algorithm) or kchabsP;U(Ai [ L)k < kAik for some well-founded measure function k:k.Such a measure function is established in Appendix B and the above property is proven.So, if characteristic trees are preserved by the abstraction operator, then termination ofpartial deduction is guaranteed. However, if characteristic trees are not preserved by theabstraction operator, then the proof of Appendix B no longer holds and indeed terminationis no longer guaranteed (even assuming a �nite number of characteristic trees)! An exampleillustrating this, can be found in [37]. The example exploits the non-monotonic nature ofAlgorithm 2.9. Indeed, termination of partial deduction based on chabsP;U and given a �nitenumber of characteristic trees can also be ensured by making Algorithm 2.9 monotonic, i.e.instead of executing Ai+1 := abstract(A0i) we would perform Ai+1 := Ai[ abstract(A0i).From a practical point of view, this solution is, however, not very satisfactory as it mightunnecessarily increase the polyvariance, possibly leading to a code explosion of the specialisedprogram as well as an increase in the transformation complexity. The former can be solved bya post-processing phase removing unnecessary polyvariance. However, by using an altogether6The unfolding rule can still unfold as deep as it wants to ! See the discussion in Section 7.15



more precise abstraction operator, preserving characteristic trees, these two problems willdisappear automatically. We will then obtain an abstraction operator for partial deductionwith optimal local precision (in the sense that all the local specialisation achieved by theunfolding rule is preserved by the abstraction) and which guarantees termination. This questis pursued in the remainder of this paper.3.3 Characteristic Trees in the LiteratureCharacteristic trees have been introduced in the context of de�nite programs and determinateunfolding rules by Gallagher and Bruynooghe in [20] and were later re�ned by Gallagher in[17] leading to the de�nitions that we have presented in this paper. Both [20] and [17]use a re�ned version of the abstraction operator chabsP;U and [17] uses a partial deductionalgorithm very similar to Algorithm 2.9. In both [20] and [17] termination properties areclaimed. No claim as to the preservation of characteristic trees is made in [17]. However, theauthors of [20] actually claim in Lemma 4.11 to have found an operator (namely chcall) which,in the case of de�nite programs and purely determinate unfolding rules without lookahead (cf.De�nition 2.7), preserves a structure quite similar to characteristic trees as of De�nition 3.4.Unfortunately this Lemma 4.11 is false and cannot be easily recti�ed. In Appendix Awe provide a detailed description of a counterexample to this Lemma 4.11. Furthermore,in a lot of cases, the abstraction operators of [20] and [17] behave exactly like chabsP;U ,and the examples in this paper and in [37] actually provide counterexamples not only forthe precision claim of [20] but also for the termination claims of both [20] and [17]. Thereare in fact some further problems with the abstraction operator of [17]. For instance theExample 3.9 with negation poses problems to [17] ([20] is restricted to de�nite programs, sothe problem does not appear there) and unfolding rules which are not purely determinate canalso cause problems. More detailed descriptions can be found in [37] as well as in [36], wherethe counterexample to Lemma 4.11 of [20] was �rst presented. The problems of negativeliterals and non-purely determinate unfolding rules will be touched again later in this paper.4 Constrained Partial DeductionIn the previous chapter we have dwelled upon the appeal of characteristic trees for controllingpolyvariance, but we have also highlighted the di�culty of preserving characteristic trees inthe abstraction process as well as the ensuing problems concerning termination and precision.We have hinted briey at the possibility of using constraints to solve this entanglement. Inthis section we present the framework of constrained partial deduction, which will allow usto incorporate constraints inside partial deduction. In Subsection 4.1 we �rst present somebackground on constraint logic programming. In Subsection 4.2 we present the framework ofconstrained partial deduction, whose correctness we then prove in Subsection 4.3.Also, from now on we will restrict ourselves to de�nite programs and goals. We will returnto the problem of negative literals in Section 7.4.1 Constraint Logic ProgrammingTo formalise constraints and their e�ect, we need some basic terminology from constraintlogic programming (CLP) [24]. 16



First, the predicate symbols are partitioned into two disjoint sets �c (the predicate sym-bols to be used for constraints, notably including \=") and �b (the predicate symbols foruser-de�ned predicates). The signature � contains all predicate and function symbols withtheir associated arity. A constraint is a �rst-order formula whose predicate symbols are allcontained in �c. A constraint is called primitive i� it contains no connectives or quanti�ers(i.e. it is of the form p(�t) where p 2 �c). A formula, atom or literal whose predicate symbolsare all contained in �b will be called ordinary. We will often use the connective \ 2 " (andas usual in standard logic programming \,") in the place of \^". A CLP-goal is denoted by c 2B1; : : : ; Bn, where c is a constraint and B1; : : : ; Bn are ordinary atoms. A CLP-clauseis denoted by H  c 2B1; : : : ; Bn, where c is a constraint and H;B1; : : : ; Bn are ordinaryatoms. Note that, although we do not allow negation within H;B1; : : : ; Bn, negation can stillbe used within the constraint c. A CLP-program is a set of CLP-clauses. Note that CLP-programs will only be required as an intermediary step, the initial and the �nal specialisedprograms will be ordinary programs.The semantics of constraints is given by a �-structure D, consisting of a domain D andan assignment of functions and relations on D to function symbols in � and to predicatesymbols in �c. Given a constraint c, we will denote by D j= c the fact that c is true underthe interpretation provided by D. Also, c will be called D-satis�able i� D j= ~9(c), where~9(F ) denotes the existential closure of a formula F . We will also use the standard notation~8(F ) for the universal closure of a �rst-order formula F and ~9V(F ) (respectively ~8V(F )) forthe existential (respectively universal) closure of F except for the variables in the set V .Applying a substitution on a constraint is de�ned inductively as follows:� p(�t)� = p(�t�) for p 2 �c� (F �G)� = F� �G� for � 2 f^;_; ;!;$g.� (:F )� = :(F�)� (�X:F )� = �X 0:(F�0) where X 0 is a new fresh variable not occurring in F and �, andwhere �0 = fX=X 0g[ fx=t j x=t 2 � ^ x 6= Xg for � 2 f8; 9g.Applying a substitution on a constraint is used to make explicit the fact that certain variablesare determined. For example, (8X::(Y = f(X)))fY=g(X)g = 8Z::(g(X) = f(Z)). Thefollowing notations for constraints and CLP-goals will also prove useful:� holdsD(c) =Def D j= ~8(c),� � satD c =Def holdsD(c�).� vars(c) =Def the free variables in c.� vars( c 2Q) =Def vars(c) [ vars(Q).Note that for CLP-goals  c 2Q we will in fact require that vars(c) � vars(Q)7 (meaningthat actually vars( c 2Q) = vars(Q)). This will be ensured by applying the existentialclosure ~9vars(Q)(:) during derivation steps below (this existential closure makes no di�erencewrt D-satis�ability, but it makes a di�erence wrt holdsD).We will now de�ne a counterpart to SLD-derivations for CLP-goals. In our context ofpartial deduction, the initial and �nal programs are just ordinary logic programs (i.e. theycan be seen as CLP-programs using just equality constraints over the structure of featureterms FT , see [44]). In order for our constraint manipulations to be correct wrt the initialordinary logic program, we have to ensure that equality is not handled in an unsound mannerin the intermediate CLP-program. For instance, something like a = b should not succeed inthe CLP-program. In other words, if there is no SLD-refutation for P [ f Qg then there7As the conjunction Q contains no quanti�ers, vars(Q) are the free variables of Q.17



should be no CLP-refutation for any P [ f c 2Qg either. To ensure this property we usethe following de�nition of a derivation, adapted from [16], in which substitutions are madeexplicit. This will also enable us to construct resultants in a straightforward manner.De�nition 4.1 Let CG = c 2L1; : : : ; Lk a CLP-goal and C = A B1; : : : ; Bn a programclause such that k � 1 and n � 0. Then CG0 is derived from CG and C in D using � i� thefollowing conditions hold:� Lm is an atom, called the selected atom (at position m), in CG.� � is a relevant and idempotent mgu of Lm and A.� CG0 is the goal  c0 2Q, where Q = (L1; : : : ; Lm�1; B1; : : : ; Bn; Lm+1; : : : ; Lk)� andc0 = ~9vars(Q)(c�).� c0 is D-satis�able.CG0 is called a resolvent of CG and C in D.De�nition 4.2 (complete CLP=(D)-derivation) Let P be a de�nite program and CG0a CLP-goal. A complete CLP=(D)-derivation of P [ fCG0g is a tuple (G; C;S) consisting ofa (�nite or in�nite) sequence of CLP-goals G = hCG0; CG1; : : :i, a sequence C = hC1; C2; : : :iof variants of program clauses of P and a sequence S = h�1; �2; : : :i of mgu's such that:� for i > 0, vars(Ci) \ vars(CG0) = ;;� for i > j, vars(Ci) \ vars(Cj) = ;;� for i � 0, CGi+1 is derived from CGi and Ci+1 in D using �i+1 and� the sequences G; C;S are maximal (given the choice of the selected atoms).A CLP=(D)-refutation is just a complete CLP=(D)-derivation whose last goal containsno atoms, i.e. it can be written as  c 2 � where � denotes the empty sequence of atoms.A �nitely failed CLP=(D)-derivation is a �nite, complete CLP=(D)-derivation whose lastgoal is not of the form  c 2 �. There are thus 3 forms of complete CLP=(D)-derivations:refutations, �nitely failed ones and in�nite derivations.In the context of partial deduction we also allow incomplete derivations. A CLP=(D)-derivation is de�ned like a complete CLP=(D)-derivation but may, in addition to leadingto success or failure, also lead to a last goal where no atom has been selected for a furtherderivation step. Derivations of the latter kind will be called incomplete.We can also extend the notion of characteristic paths of SLD-derivations for ordinarygoals to D-characteristic paths of CLP=(D)-derivations for CLP-goals, simply by replacingin De�nition 3.2 the SLDNF-derivation � by a CLP=(D)-derivation. We will denote bychpathsD(P;CG) the D-characteristic paths of all CLP=(D)-derivations for P [ fCGg.In order to construct resultants we also need the following, where �jV denotes the restric-tion of the substitution � to the set of variables V :De�nition 4.3 The computed answer of a �nite, non-failed CLP=(D)-derivation � for P [f c 2Gg with the sequence �1; : : : ; �n of mgu's, is the substitution cas(�) = (�1 : : : �n)jvars(G).Also, the last goal of � will be called the resolvent of �.The following lemma will prove useful later on.Lemma 4.4 Let P be a de�nite program and  c 2Q be a CLP-goal. If there exists aCLP=(D)-derivation for P [ f c 2Qg with computed answer � and D-characteristic pathp then there exists an SLD-derivation for P [ f Qg with the same computed answer andcharacteristic path. 18



Proof Straightforward, by de�nition of a CLP=(D)-derivation. 2The concept of CLP=(D)-trees can be de�ned just like the concept of SLD-trees: itsbranches are just CLP=(D)-derivations instead of SLD-derivations. An unfolding rule is nowone which, given a de�nite program P and a CLP-goal CG returns a �nite CLP=(D)-tree forP [ fCGg. Finally, the D-characteristic tree of a �nite CLP=(D)-tree T is simply obtainedby taking the union of the D-characteristic paths of the non-failed CLP=(D)-derivations inT . We will use the notation chtreeD(CG; P; U) to refer to the D-characteristic tree obtainedfor the CLP-goal CG via U in P .4.2 A Framework for Constrained Partial DeductionWe will now present a generic partial deduction scheme which, instead of working on setsof ordinary atoms, will work on sets of constrained atoms. The richer possibilities conferredby the use of the constraints will notably allows us to present an abstraction operator whichpreserves characteristic trees in Section 5. However, the generic framework is not restrictedto this particular application nor the corresponding constraint structure. Amongst others, itcan also be used to \drive negative information" (using the terminology of supercompilation[67, 68]), handle built-ins (like < =2; n== =2) much more precisely and even make use oftype information or argument size relations. We will briey return to this issue in Section 7.De�nition 4.5 A constrained atom is formula of the form c 2A where c is a constraint andA an ordinary atom such that the free variables of c are contained in the variables of A.De�nition 4.6 (validD) Let c 2A be a constrained atom. The set of valid D-instances ofc 2A is de�ned as: validD(c 2A) = fA� j � satD cg.By de�nition of satD , the set of valid D-instances is downwards-closed (or closed undersubstitution, i.e. if A 2 validD(c 2A) then so is any instance of A). The constraint withina constrained atom thus speci�es a property that holds for all valid instances, which in ourcase correspond to the possible runtime instances.We also need an instance notion on constrained atoms.De�nition 4.7 (D-instance) Let c 2A, c0 2A0 be constrained atoms. Then c0 2A0 isa D-instance of c 2A, denoted by c0 2A0 �D c 2A, i� A0 = A and validD(c0 2A0) �validD(c 2A).For example, independently of D, :(X = c)2 p(X) is aD-instance of true 2 p(X ) becauseevery substitution satis�es true . In turn, if D contains e.g. Clark's equality theory (CET, seee.g. [9, 42]) then true 2 p(b) is aD-instance of :(X = c)2 p(X) because fX=bg satD :(X = c)given CET (i.e. CET j= ~8(:(b = c))).De�nition 4.8 (partial deduction of c 2A) Let P be a program and c 2A a constrainedatom. Let � be a �nite, non-trivial and possibly incomplete CLP=(D)-tree for P [f c 2Aggenerated via the unfolding rule U and let  c1 2G1; : : : ; cn 2Gn be the CLP-goals inthe leaves of this tree. Let �1; : : : ; �n be the computed answers of the CLP=(D)-derivationsfrom  c 2A to  c1 2G1; : : : ; cn 2Gn respectively. Then the set of CLP-resultantsfA�1  c1 2G1; : : : ; A�n  cn 2Gng is called the partial deduction of c 2A in P (using Dvia U). 19



Example 4.9 Let us return to the program P from Example 3.8:(1) p(X) (2) p(c) When using a constraint structure D containing CET (or any other structure in which :(c =c) is unsatis�able), a partial deduction of :(X = c) 2 p(X) in P (using D8 ) is:(1') p(X) :(X = c) 2 �We now generate partial deductions not for sets of atoms, but for sets of constrainedatoms. As such, the same atom A might occur in several constrained atoms but with di�erentassociated constraints. This means that renaming as a way to ensure independence imposesitself even more than in the standard partial deduction setting. In addition to renaming, wewill also allow argument �ltering, leading to the following de�nition.9First, given a CLP-clause C = H  c 2B1; : : : ; Bn, each constrained atom of the form~9vars(Bi)(c) 2Bi will be called a constrained body atom of C. This notion extends to CLP-programs by taking the union of the constrained body atoms of the clauses.De�nition 4.10 (atomic renaming, renaming function) An atomic renaming � for aset A of constrained atoms maps each constrained atom in A to an atom such that� for each c 2A 2 A: vars(�(c 2A)) = vars(A)� for CA;CA0 2 A such that CA 6= CA0: the predicate symbols of �(CA) and �(CA0)are distinct (but may occur in A).Let P be a program. A renaming function �� for A based on � is a mapping from constrainedatoms to atoms such that:��(c 2A) = �(c0 2A0)� for some c0 2A0 2 A with A = A0� ^ c 2A �D c0 2A0.We leave ��(A) unde�ned if c 2A is not a D-instance of an element in A.A renaming function �� can also be applied to constrained goals c 2B1; : : : ; Bn, by applyingit individually to each constrained body atom ci 2Bi. Finally, we can apply a renamingfunction also to ordinary goals by de�ning ��(G) = ��(true 2G).Note that if the set of D-instances of two or more elements in A overlap then �� mustmake a choice for the atoms in the intersection of the concretisations and several renamingfunctions based on the same � exist.De�nition 4.11 (partial deduction wrt A) Let P be a program, A = fc1 2A1; : : : ;cn 2Ang be a �nite set of constrained atoms and let �� be a renaming for A based on theatomic renaming �. For each i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, let Ri be the partial deduction of ci 2Ai inP and let P̂ = fRi j i 2 f1; : : : ; ngg. Then the program f�(ci 2Ai)�  ��(c 2Bdy) jAi�  c 2Bdy 2 Ri ^ 1 � i � n ^ ��(c 2Bdy) is de�ned g is called the partial deductionof P wrt A, P̂ and ��.We showed in Example 3.8 that without constraints it is in general impossible to abstractatoms while still preserving their characteristic trees. Let us revisit Example 3.8 and seehow we can achieve preservation of characteristic trees using partial deduction of constrainedatoms.8We will often take the liberty to not always explicitly mention the constraint domain D which was usedto construct partial deductions and assume that D is �xed and known.9The more powerful optimisations in [41], which remove redundant arguments, are not incorporated in thispaper. They can easily be added as a post-processing phase.20



Example 4.12 Let P be the program of Examples 3.8 and 4.9. Also let us use the sameconstraint structure D as in Example 4.9, containing Clark's equality theory. In the contextof P , we can abstract the constrained atoms true 2 p(a) and true 2 p(b) of Example 3.8 bythe more general constrained atom :(X = c) 2 p(X), having the same D-characteristic tree� = fh1 � 1ig. As illustrated in Example 4.9, the additional match with clause (2) is prunedfor :(X = c) 2 p(X), because :(X = c)fX=cg is unsatis�able in D. The partial deductionof :(X = c) 2 p(X) based on �(:(X = c) 2 p(X)) = p0(X) is thus(1) p0(X) Note that ��( :(X = c) 2 �) = �, i.e. the empty goal. The renaming of the run-time goal p(a); p(b) is  p0(a); p0(b).Note that in De�nition 4.11 the original program P is completely \thrown away". Thisis actually what a lot of practical partial evaluators for functional or logic programminglanguages do, but is unlike e.g. the de�nitions in [43] (cf. De�nition 2.3). However, there isno fundamental di�erence between these two approaches: keeping part of the original programcan always be \simulated" very easily in our approach by using (un)constrained atoms of theform true 2A combined with an atomic renaming � such that �(true 2A) = A.Also, note that the partial deduction wrt A is an ordinary logic program without con-straints. The coveredness criterion presented in the next subsection, will ensure that theconstraint manipulations have already been incorporated (by pruning certain resultants) andno additional constraint processing at run-time is needed.4.3 Correctness of Constrained Partial DeductionLet us �rst rephrase the coveredness condition of standard partial deduction in the context ofconstrained atoms. This de�nition will also ensure that the renamings, applied for instancein De�nition 4.11, are always de�ned.De�nition 4.13 Let P̂ be a CLP-program and A a set of constrained atoms. Then P̂ iscalled A;D-covered i� each of its constrained body atoms is a D-instance of a constrainedatom in A.We can extend the above notion also to ordinary programs and goals by inserting theconstraint true (e.g. H  Bdy is A;D-covered i� H  true 2Bdy is).The main correctness result for constrained partial deduction is as follows.Theorem 4.14 Let P be a de�nite program, G a de�nite goal, A a �nite set of constrainedatoms, �� a renaming function for A based on � and P 0 the partial deduction of P wrt A, P̂and ��. If P̂ [ fGg is A;D-covered then the following hold:1. P 0 [ f��(G)g has an SLD-refutation with computed answer � i� P [ fGg does.2. P 0 [ f��(G)g has a �nitely failed SLD-tree i� P [ fGg does.In the remainder of Subsection 4.3 we will prove this theorem in two successive stages.1. First we will restrict ourselves to unconstrained atoms , i.e. constrained atoms of theform true 2A. This will allow us to reuse the correctness results for standard partialdeduction with renaming in a rather straightforward manner.21



2. We will then move on to general constrained atoms. Partial deductions of such con-strained atoms can basically be obtained from partial deductions of unconstrained atomsby removing certain clauses (this a direct corollary of Lemma 4.4). We will show thatthese clauses can be safely removed without a�ecting the computed answers nor the�nite failure.The reader not interested in the details of the proof can immediately jump to Section 5.4.3.1 Correctness for Unconstrained AtomsNote that if A is a set of unconstrained atoms we simply have a standard partial deductionwith renaming. We will use this observation as a starting point for proving correctness ofpartial deduction for constrained atoms.The following is an adaption of the correctness of standard partial deduction with renam-ing and �ltering:Theorem 4.15 Let P be a de�nite program, G a de�nite goal, A a �nite set of unconstrainedatoms, �� a renaming function for A based on � and P 0 the partial deduction of P wrt A, P̂and ��. If P̂ [ fGg is A;D-covered then the following hold:1. P 0 [ f��(G)g has an SLD-refutation with computed answer � i� P [ fGg does.2. P 0 [ f��(G)g has a �nitely failed SLD-tree i� P [ fGg does.Proof First note that the A;D-coveredness condition ensures that the renamings performedto obtain P 0 (according to De�nition 4.11), as well as the renaming ��(G), are de�ned. Theresult then follows in a rather straightforward manner from the Theorems 3.5 and 4.11 in [2].In [2] the �ltering has been split into 2 phases: one which does just the renaming to ensureindependence (called partial deduction with dynamic renaming; correctness of this phaseis proven in Theorem 3.5 of [2]) and one which does the �ltering (called post-processingrenaming; the correctness of this phase is proven in Theorem 4.11 of [2]).To apply these results we simply have to notice that:� P 0 corresponds to partial deduction with dynamic renaming and post-processing re-naming for the set of atoms A = fA j true 2A 2 Ag.� P 0 [ f��(G)g is A-covered because P̂ [ fGg is A;D-covered (and because the originalprogram P is unreachable in the predicate dependency graph from within P 0 or within��(G)).Three minor technical issues have to be addressed in order to reuse the theorems from [2]:� Theorem 3.5 of [2] requires that no renaming be performed on G, i.e. ��(G) must beequal to G. However, without loss of generality, we can assume that the top-level queryis the unrenamed atom new(X1; : : : ; Xk), where new is a fresh predicate symbol andvars(G) = fX1; : : : ; Xkg. We just have to add the clause new(X1; : : : ; Xk) Q, whereG = Q, to the initial program. Trivially the query  new(X1; : : : ; Xk) and G areequivalent wrt c.a.s. and �nite failure (see also Lemma 2.2 in [19]).� Theorem 4.11 of [2] requires that G contains no variables or predicates in A. Therequirement about the variables is not necessary in our case because we do not base ourrenaming on the mgu. The requirement about the predicates is another way of ensuringthat ��(G) must be equal to G, which can be circumvented in a similar way as for the�rst point above. 22



� Theorems 3.5 and 4.11 of [2] require that the predicates of the renaming do not occurin the original P . Our De�nition 4.10 does not require this. This is of no importanceas the original program is always \completely thrown away" in our approach. Wecan still apply these theorems by using an intermediate renaming �0 which satis�esthe requirements of Theorems 3.5 and 4.11 of [2] and then applying an additional onestep post-processing renaming �00, with �� = �0�00, along with an extra application ofTheorem 4.11 of [2]. 24.3.2 Correctness for Constrained AtomsLemma 4.16 Let c 2A be a constrained atom. Let � satD c and let c� be unsatis�able.Then A� and A� have no common instance.Proof Suppose that A� and A� have a common instance A� = A��. But this means that� satD c, i.e. holdsD(c�) while c�� is unsatis�able. Hence we have a contradiction becausec�� is identical (up to renaming of the variables used for the quanti�ers) to c� (becausevars(c) � vars(A), i.e. � jdom(c)= �� jdom(c)). 2Lemma 4.17 Let P be a de�nite program and c 2A and true 2A be constrained atomsand let A0 2 validD(c 2A) be an ordinary atom. Also let � be a CLP=(D)-derivation ofP [ f true 2Ag with characteristic path p 62 chpathsD(P; c 2A) and whose computedanswer is � (and whose CLP-resultant is A�  true 2Bdy). Then A0 and A� have nocommon instance.Proof First, A0 2 validD(c 2A) is by de�nition equivalent to A0 = A and  satD c,i.e. holdsD(c). Because p 62 chpathsD(P; c 2A) we know that c� is not D-satis�able. ByLemma 4.16, this means that A� and A have no common instance. 2The above shows that it is correct, for valid instances, to remove the resultants prunedby the constraints. Now, we just need to establish that every selected literal in the partialdeduction is a valid instance of an element in A.For this we �rst need the following lemma.Lemma 4.18 Let c 2A be a constrained atom. Then true 2A �D c 2A i� A 2validD(c 2A).Proof As anything satis�es true we have that validD(true 2A) consists of all instancesof A, and notably A 2 validD(true 2A). Therefore if true 2A is an instance of c 2A wehave, by De�nition 4.7, that A 2 validD(c 2A). In the other direction, if A 2 validD(c 2A)we have, by downwards-closedness, that all instances of A are also in validD(c 2A), andtherefore De�nition 4.7 is satis�ed because validD(true 2A) � validD(c 2A). 2The main correctness result for partial deduction with constrained atoms can now beproven as follows:Proof of Theorem 4.141. In a �rst part of the proof we will reuse Theorem 4.15. To that end we have to relateP 0 to a covered partial deduction of unconstrained atoms.23



First, as a direct corollary of Lemma 4.4, we know that P 0 is a subset of a partial deductionwrt unconstrained atoms, namely wrt the multiset10 A0 = ftrue 2A j c 2A 2 Ag, andusing an atomic renaming �0 such that �0(true 2A) = �(c 2A) and a renaming function ��0such that ��0(G) = ��(G) for any ordinary or CLP-goal G for which ��(G) is de�ned. (AsA0 contains more general constrained atoms than A, whenever �� is de�ned ��0 can also bede�ned.)Let PrCl denote the clauses pruned by the constraints, i.e. P 0[PrCl is the above mentionedpartial deduction wrt A0. Unfortunately, although G remains A0;D-covered (as A0 containsmore general constrained atoms than A), P is not necessarily A0;D-covered. The reason isthat new uncovered body atoms can arise inside PrCl. Let U be these uncovered atoms.To arrive at a covered partial deduction we simply have to add, for every predicate symbolp of arity n occurring in U , the unconstrained atom true 2 p(X1 ; : : : ;Xn) to A0, whereX1; : : : ; Xn are distinct variables. This will give us the new set A00 � A0. We will unfold thenew unconstrained atoms true 2 p(X1 ; : : : ;Xn) once (and keep the same unfolding for theelements in A0) in order to obtain the set of resultants P̂ 0. Let P 00 be the partial deductionof P wrt A00, P̂ 0 and ��00, where ��00 is extended from ��0 in an arbitrary way for the newunconstrained atoms. Now P̂ 0 [ fGg is trivially A0;D-covered. We can therefore apply thecorrectness Theorem 4.15 to deduce that the computations for P 00 [ f��(G)g (as ��(G) =��0(G) = ��00(G)) are totally correct wrt the computations in P [ fGg.Note that, by construction, we have that P 0 � P 00, and thus soundness of the computedanswers (point 1, only-if part) and completeness of �nite failure within P 0 (point 2, if part)are already established.2. In the second part of the proof we will show that by removing the clauses PNew = P 00nP 0we do not lose any computed answer nor do we remove any in�nite failure. In other wordsany complete SLD-derivation for P 00 [ f��(G)g which uses a clause in P 00 n P 0 fails �nitely.This is su�cient to establish that P 0 is also totally correct.Let D be an SLD-derivation for P 00 [ f��(G)g which uses at least one clause in P 00 n P 0. LetD0 be the largest pre�x SLD-derivation of D which uses only clauses within P 0. Let RG0be the last goal of D0 and let C 00 2 P 00 n P 0 be the clause used in the last resolution step.First note that this clause C 00 must be a clause for an unconstrained atom in A0 (and not inA00 n A0) because in D0 we only used clauses from P 0 and because the predicates in A00 n A0are not reachable in the predicate dependency graph from within P 0 [ f��(G)g.???...............................RG0 = : : :B0 : : :C 00 2 P 00 n P 0Cn 2 P 0: : :D0 C1 2 P 0��(G)Now let B0 be the selected literal within RG0. We will show that resolution of B0 with theclause C00 fails. To that end we will use Lemma 4.17. However, this lemma talks about10Indeed, the same atom could in principle occur in several constrained atoms. This is not a problem,however, as the results in [2] carry over to multisets of atoms. Alternatively one could add an extra unusedargument to P 0, ��(G) and A0 and then place di�erent variables in that new position to transform the multisetA0 into an ordinary set. 24



uni�cation of an unrenamed atom B with the head of an unrenamed clause Ĉ00 2 P̂ . Also,to be able to apply the lemma we need to have that B 2 validD(c 2A) for some c 2A 2 A.� For the top-level goal ��(G) we know that it is a renaming of G such that ��(G) isde�ned. Therefore, by de�nition of a renaming, we can deduce that each atom in G,notably the selected one, is a valid D-instance of some c 2A 2 A. So if D0 is the emptyderivation, then we can directly apply Lemma 4.17 to deduce that resolution of B withthe unrenamed version of C00 fails and, because renamings preserve non-uni�ability, wecan establish that resolution also fails for B0 and C 00.� If RG0 is reached after a non-empty derivation D0, Lemma 4.17 can be applied if weare able to prove that RG0 is a renaming of some goal RG using the atomic renaming�.An obvious candidate is the renaming function ��. In general, however, RG0 will only beobtainable from a goal RG through some renaming �0�, not necessarily equal to �� (butbased on the same �). In Appendix C we illustrate this point with an example. We alsoprove in Lemma C.2 of Appendix C that such a renaming �0� can always be constructed(given that P̂ [ fGg is A;D-covered). Indeed, Lemma C.2 states the following:Let D0 be a �nite SLD-derivation for P 0 [ fG0g leading to the resolvent RG0.If P̂ [fGg is A;D-covered and G0 = ��(G) then there exists an ordinary goalRG and a renaming function �0� (also based on �) such that RG0 = �0�(RG)and such that RG is A;D-covered.We now round up the proof for the case that D0 is not empty. By De�nition 4.11we know that C00 is of the form �00(true 2A)�  ��00(Bdy) for true 2A 2 A0. Byde�nition of �00, we can rewrite this into �(c 2A)� ��00(Bdy) for c 2A 2 A. Hencethe selected literal B0 in RG0 must have the same predicate as �(c 2A). We can alsoapply Lemma C.2 (for P 0 [ f��(G)g leading to RG0) to deduce that RG0 = �0�(RG)for some ordinary goal RG and renaming function �0� based on � (for A) . HenceB0 = �0�(B) and also B 2 validD(c 2A) (as B0 has the same predicate as �(c 2A)).Let Ĉ 00 be the unrenamed version of C 00, i.e. Ĉ00 = H  Bdy. We can now applyLemma 4.17 (because B 2 validD(c 2A)) to deduce that resolution of  B with Ĉ00fails (immediately). Finally, because renaming preserves non-uni�ability (i.e. if t1 andt2 do not unify then neither do their renamings) we can deduce that resolution alsofails for  B0 with C00, and therefore the derivation D fails �nitely in P 00. 2We will illustrate this theorem through several examples later in Section 5.3.5 Preserving Characteristic TreesBased on the more expressive and powerful framework for constrained partial deduction,we now present a precise abstraction operator, preserving characteristic trees upon general-isation, as well as a terminating algorithm for constrained partial deductions satisfying thecriteria of Theorem 4.14.In order to formulate our approach we have to �x the particular constraint structure tobe used | this was still left generic in the previous section. In fact, all we need in orderto be able to preserve characteristic trees upon generalisation, is Clark's equality theory(CET). More precisely, we will use the structure D = FT consisting of CET over the domain25



of �nite trees (with in�nitely many functors of every arity11) including all functors in theprograms and queries under consideration. So it is basically the same structure as the oneused for CLP(FT ), as de�ned e.g. in [62].12 The same theory has also been used, for di�erentpurposes, in the constructive negation techniques (e.g. [7, 8, 15, 59, 66, 65]). Note that CET isa complete theory [30] and we suppose that we have the required algorithms for satis�abilitychecking, simpli�cation and projection at our disposal (see e.g. [66, 65, 60]).5.1 Pruning ConstraintsAs we have already seen in Section 3, when taking the msg of two atoms A and B withthe same characteristic tree � , we do not necessarily obtain an atom C which has the samecharacteristic tree. The basic idea is now quite simple. Instead of C, we will generate c 2Cas the generalisation of A and B, where the constraint c is designed in such a way as to prunethe possible computations of C into the right shape, namely � . Indeed, all the derivationsthat were possible for A and B are also possible for C (because we only consider de�niteprograms and goals) and c only has to ensure that the additional matches wrt � are prunedo� at some point (cf. Figure 4). A ?���	 ??���	 @@@R ?���	 ���	 @@@R�  C ?���	 ??���	 @@@R@@@@ cc cFigure 4: Pruning ConstraintsNow, there are possibly in�nitely many ways in which these additional matches can bepruned via c for C; one can e.g. vary the depth at which pruning occurs. Also some of thesematches might have also be possible for A or B, but the unfolding rule has then constructed a�nitely failed subtree for the corresponding resolvent. Again there are possibly in�nitely manyways in which this can happen. However, for our constrained partial deduction algorithm, tobe presented later, it is important to come up, for any given atom C and characteristic tree� , with a �nite constraint covering all instances of C which have � as their characteristictree. If we allow any unfolding rule then this most speci�c constraint will often be an in�nitedisjunction, and as such is not expressible in CET. In order to remedy this problem wewill �rst restrict ourselves to a certain class of unfolding rules in which failure occurs onlyin a special way (we will show how this restriction can be lifted by e.g. incorporating failedbranches into the characteristic trees later on). Because there is only one way in which failurecan occur, it is possible to calculate a �nite constraint c satisfying the above.11For a detailed study of the relation between the underlying language and equality theory we refer thereader to [59].12We will actually restrict ourselves to a subset of CLP(FT ) in which satis�ability can be decided by simplematching. See [37] for further details. 26



In fact, purely determinate unfolding rules have the property that, if there is a failingbranch, then the goal fails completely and the goal has an empty characteristic tree. Soeither there are no failed branches or the characteristic tree is empty. It turns out that thisis exactly the property that we need. Indeed, goals with empty characteristic trees do notpose any problem for termination of any partial deduction algorithm, because the partialdeductions of the goals are empty and no atoms in the bodies have to be added to the setof atoms to be partially deduced. An abstraction operator can thus leave atoms with emptycharacteristic trees untouched and for the others it knows that there are no failing branchesat all.De�nition 5.1 (failure preserving unfolding rule) An unfolding rule is said to be failurepreserving i� for every CLP-goal it returns an incomplete CLP=(D)-tree � such that �� iseither equal to � or equal to ;, where �� is obtained from � by removing the failed branches(so either all the branches are failed13 or none are).Proposition 5.2 Any purely determinate unfolding rule is failure preserving.Proof Straightforward, by induction on the length of the generated incomplete SLDNF-tree.2 The class of failure preserving unfolding rules is larger than the one of purely determinateunfolding rules, albeit only slightly so (e.g. a determinate unfolding rule with a lookahead isnot failure preserving).We will now formalise a general method to calculate constraints ensuring the preservationof characteristic trees. For that it will be useful to denote by mgu�(A;B) a particularidempotent and relevant mgu of fA;B0g, where B0 is obtained from B by renaming apart(wrt A). The mgu� has the following interesting property:Proposition 5.3 Let A;B be two terms. Then mgu�(A;B) = fail i� A and B have nocommon instance.Proof (: Suppose mgu�(A;B) = � 6= fail. This means that A� = B� for some  and Aand B have a common instance and we have a contradiction.): Suppose that A and B have the common instance A� = B� and let  be the renamingsubstitution for B used by mgu�. This means that for some �1 we have B�1 = B andB�1� = A�. Now as the variables of B and A are disjoint the set of bindings �� =� jvars(A) [ (�1�) jvars(B) is a well de�ned substitution and a uni�er of A and B, i.e.mgu�(A;B) 6= fail and we have a contradiction. 2The following proposition characterises gives a condition which ensures that a particu-lar characteristic path is pruned. We will later transform this condition into a constraintexpressed using CET.Proposition 5.4 Let G be a de�nite goal,  a substitution, P a de�nite program and let �be an SLD-derivation for P [ fGg with computed answer � and characteristic path p. Thenmgu�(G;G�) = fail i� p 62 chpaths(P;G).13Note that when a selected literal does not unify with a particular clause then this does not correspond toa failed branch. 27



Proof (: Is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.11 a (for atomic goals) and Lemma 4.11 b(for general goals) in [43] (G� can be seen as the head of a resultant which is constructedfrom a derivation whose characteristic path is p).): Suppose that p 2 chpaths(P;G). Let �0 be a derivation for P [ fGg with computedanswer �0 and whose characteristic path is p. We have that G� is the head of the resultantR of the derivation � for P [ fGg. By Lemma 4.9 of [43] we can deduce that, because G isan instance of G, the resultant R0 of �0 is in turn an instance of R. Hence we know that thehead G�0 of R0 is also an instance of G�. Hence G and G� have a common instance andby Proposition 5.3 we can �nally conclude that mgu�(G;G�) 6= fail. 2Below, we denote �nite sequences of elements (in particular, characteristic paths or sub-sequences thereof) by p, q and r, possibly adorned with subscripts. For two such sequences,p and q, we denote by pq the concatenation of p and q. In such a concatenation, we will allowp or q or both to denote an empty sequence of elements, in which case pq denotes p (or q or�). The following de�nition will turn out to be useful (and is illustrated in Figure 5).De�nition 5.5 (simple extension path) Let P be a normal program. Let � be a non-empty D-characteristic tree for some CLP-goal CG in P and let p be a characteristic path.Then p is a simple extension path of � i�1. 8q we have that pq 62 � and2. 9r = r1(lit; cl)r2 2 � , such that p = r1(lit; ncl) (where cl; ncl are numbers of clausesbelonging to a same predicate de�nition in P ).14We denote the set of simple extension paths of � in P by extpathsP (�).bb bb@@R��	 ?��	 R.....r1(lit; cl) (lit; ncl)r2Figure 5: Illustrating De�nition 5.5 (Simple Extension Paths)Each simple extension path of a characteristic tree captures a potential new clause match.The following proposition captures the interesting aspect of (pruning) simple extension pathsin the context of preserving characteristic trees.Proposition 5.6 Let U be an unfolding rule, P a de�nite program, CG a CLP-goal and �a characteristic tree such that � � chpathsD(P;CG). If extpathsP (�) \ chpaths(P;CG) = ;then � is a D-characteristic tree of CG in P .14Note that necessarily ncl 6= cl. 28



Proof Straightforward, by induction on the depth of � . 2Example 5.7 We recall the program P from Example 3.8:(1) p(X) (2) p(c) For � = fh1�2igwe have extpathsP (�) = fh1�1ig. We also have � � chpathsFT (P; true 2  p(X )) and � � chpathsFT (P; :(X = c) 2 p(X)). However, � is not a FT -characteristictree for  true 2 p(X ) in P but is a FT -characteristic tree for  :(X = c) 2 p(X) inP . And indeed extpathsP (�) \ chpathsFT (P; true 2 p(X )) 6= ; while extpathsP (�) \chpathsFT (P; :(X = c) 2 p(X)) = ;.In the following de�nition we calculate constraints which prune simple extension pathsand hence ensure that the condition extpathsP (�)\ chpathsD(P;CG) = ; of Proposition 5.6holds. This is a big step towards preserving characteristic trees. In order to simplify thepresentation, will take the liberty to treat a conjunction of constraints like a set of constraintsand introduce the following notation casP (G; p) to be the computed answer of an SLD-derivation for P[fGg with characteristic path p (if such a derivation exists, otherwise we leavecasP (G; p) unde�ned). Also, given two atoms A and B, we denote by A = B the constraintfalse if A and B have a di�erent arity or predicate symbol, and a1 = b1 ^ : : : ^ ak = bkotherwise, where A = p(a1; : : : ; ak) and B = p(b1; : : : ; bk).De�nition 5.8 (pruning constraint) Let P be a de�nite program, � a non-empty char-acteristic tree and let A be an atom. For two atoms A1; A2 with the same predicate symbolp, the expression A1 6� A2 denotes the constraint ~8vars(A1)(:(A1 = A02)), where A02 has beenobtained from A2 by standardising apart (wrt A1).Then we de�ne the pruning constraint for A wrt � (and P ) by:pruneP (A; �) = fA 6� A� j p 2 chpaths(P; A) \ extpathsP (�) and � = casP (G; p)g.A constrained atom of the form pruneP (A; �) 2A will be called normalised.Suppose that we have two constrained atoms ca 2A, cb 2B both with FT -characteristictree � . Using the newly introduced concepts, the obvious generalisation is the normalised con-strained atom c 2C, where C = msg(fA;Bg) and c = pruneP (C; �). If � � chpathsFT (P; c 2C), then we can apply Proposition 5.6 and we have achieved preservation of characteristictrees. All that remains is then to prove that c 2C is indeed more general than both ca 2Aand cb 2B.However, neither of these conditions is satis�ed in general if we use an arbitrary unfoldingrule (to construct � for ca 2A and cb 2B). In fact, the pruning constraints pruneP (C; �)prune o� each simple extension path immediately \at the source". But a simple extensionpath p of � can in general be a valid path for  ca 2A (i.e. p 2 chpathsFT (P; ca 2A))and only lead to failure after further unfolding. In that case ca 2A is most likely not anFT -instance of c 2C. The following example illustrates this.Example 5.9 Let P be this program:(1) p(X) q(X)(2) p(X) r(X)(3) q(s(X)) q(X)(4) r(X) 29



Let the negative constraint ca = cb = ; and let A = p(0), B = p(s(0)), C = p(Z). Let theunfolding rule U be such that chtreeFT ( ca 2A; P; U) = chtreeFT ( cb 2B; P; U) = � =fh1 � 2; 1 � 4ig. Then c = pruneP (p(Z); �) = 8X::(p(Z) = p(X)).This constraint is unsatis�able and hence c 2C is not more general than either true 2 p(0 ) ortrue 2 p(s(0 )). Furthermore, � 6� chpathsFT (P; c 2C) and � is not a FT -characteristictree of  c 2C.Instead of restricting ourselves to failure preserving unfolding rules, we could also make theconstraint c = pruneP (C; �) more general in order to cover each possible failing behaviour. Ingeneral, however, there are in�nitely many di�erent ways in which a branch of an SLD-tree canfail. In that case, the most speci�c constraint ensuring that c2C covers all constrained atomsca 2C with FT -characteristic tree � would have to consist of an in�nite disjunction. Forinstance in the Example 5.9 above, the constraint would have to look like ĉ = 8X::(p(Z) =p(s(X)))_ 8X::(p(Z) = p(s(s(X))))_ . . . . This idea is very related to the work in [45] whichattempts to construct maximally general fail substitutions for negation as failure. Indeed forevery resolvent goal G of a simple extension path we can attempt to construct a maximallygeneral fail constraint ensuring that G fails. This would allow us to handle any unfoldingrule and preserve characteristic trees in the framework of constrained partial deduction ofSection 4. However, ĉ 2C does not necessarily have � as its FT -characteristic tree (accordingto De�nition 4.1 of a CLP=(D)-derivation step), although all the atoms in validFT (ĉ 2C)do. So one would have to extend De�nition 4.1 to allow more powerful pruning possibilities(allowing, in some cases, to detect an in�nitely failed subtree). Whether this can be done ina practical way is matter for future research.Another solution is to consider the failed branches to be part of a characteristic tree andthen prune o� simple extension paths of this more detailed structure. The method presentedin the remainder of this section can in fact be easily adapted in that direction, thus liftingthe restriction on unfolding rules. A post-processing phase could be devised, e.g. based ontechniques in [56, 40], to then remove the unnecessary (cf. Section 3) polyvariance generatedby such an approach.For failure preserving unfolding rules we can always �nd, for any given atom C andcharacteristic tree � , a �nite, most general15 constraint (namely the pruning constraint) csuch that c 2C covers all constrained atoms ca 2C with FT -characteristic tree � (this is acorollary of point 1 of Theorem 5.11 proven below). This property in turn, will ensure that thecondition � � chpathsFT (P; pruneP (C; �) 2C) always holds (cf. point 2 of Theorem 5.11below) and guarantee that characteristic trees are preserved (cf. point 3 of Theorem 5.11below).Before proving the preservation of characteristic trees for failure preserving unfolding ruleswe need one further lemma.Lemma 5.10 Let A1; A2 be two atoms. If mgu�(A1; A2) = fail then  satFT A1 6� A2.Proof By de�nition A1 6� A2 stands for ~8vars(A1)(:(A1 = A02)) where A02 has been obtainedby standardising apart (wrt A1). It is well known (see e.g. [9] or Lemma 15.2 in [42]) that if Band C are not uni�able then CETj= ~8(:(B = C)). Now by de�nition of applying substitutionswe have (A1 6� A2) = ~8vars(A1)(:(A1 = A02)). Finally, mgu�(A1; A2) = fail means that15This property is useful to show that the abstraction operator cannot generate an in�nite sequence ofgeneralisations. 30



A1 and A02 are not uni�able, hence CETj= ~8(:(A1 = A02)) and therefore  satFT A1 6� A2(because ~8(~8vars(A1)(:(A1 = A02))) is equivalent to ~8(:(A1 = A02)) and CET is part ofour constraint structure FT ). 2Theorem 5.11 (Preservation of characteristic trees) Let P be a de�nite program,c 2A a constrained atom and let B be an ordinary atom more general than A. Also let� = chtreeFT ( c 2A; P; U) be a non-empty characteristic tree for a failure preservingunfolding rule U . Then:1. c 2A is a FT -instance of pruneP (B; �) 2B.2. � � chpathsFT (P; pruneP (B; �) 2B).3. � is a FT -characteristic tree of  pruneP (B; �) 2BProof1. Because B is more general than A we have for some substitution : A = B. We have toprove that whenever � satFT c, then also � satFT pruneP (B; �).Let us examine every constraint n = B 6� B� 2 pruneP (B; �) (cf. De�nition 5.8) and letp 2 chpaths(P; B) be the corresponding simple extension path in � with � = casP ( B; p).Either p 62 chpaths(P; A). In that case we can apply Proposition 5.4 (with G = B) anddeduce that mgu�(B;B�) = fail. Therefore, we have by Lemma 5.10 that  satFT n whichis by de�nition equivalent to FT j= ~8(n), and hence we also have that � satFT n.Or, p 2 chpaths(P; A). In that case, because � is not empty and U is failure preserv-ing (and hence no failing branches are possible) and because no extension of p is in � , c�must be unsatis�able, where � = casP ( A; p). We have by Lemma 4.16 that A� = B�has no common instance with A� = B�. By Proposition 5.3 this is equivalent to sayingthat mgu�(B�; B�) = fail. We can now use Proposition 5.4 (for G = B) to deducethat p 62 chpaths(P; B�). Finally, by reusing Proposition 5.4 in the other direction (forG = B) we can deduce that mgu�(B�; B�) = fail and we can conclude by Lemma 5.10that � satFT n.Hence, as � satis�es every n 2 pruneP (B; �), we can deduce that � satFT pruneP (B; �).2. By the (correct version of the) lifting lemma [27, 43, 14, 1] we can deduce that � �chpaths(P; B). Let us examine every p 2 � . When we take � = casP ( A; p) we knowthat c� is satis�able in FT (because p 2 chtreeFT ( c 2A; P; U) ). So, for some substitution we have that � satFT c and by point 1 of this proposition we can �nd a substitution �such � satFT pruneP (B; �) and A� = B�. Again by the lifting lemma we can deduce thatthere exists a � such that � = casP ( B; p) and such that A� is an instance of B�. Thismeans that pruneP (B; �)� must be satis�able (for  0 such that B�0 = A� = B� becausevars(pruneP (B; �)) � vars(B) and holdsFT (pruneP (B; �)�) ) and hence we can concludethat pruneP (B; �) has not pruned p, i.e. p 2 chpathsFT (P; pruneP (B; �) 2B). So we canconclude that � � chpathsFT (P; pruneP (B; �) 2B).3. By Proposition 5.6 and point 2 we only have to prove that:extpathsP (�) \ chpathsFT (P; pruneP (B; �) 2B) = ;. This is, however, a direct conse-quence of De�nition 5.8 and the fact that B� 6� B� is unsatis�able. 2Note that if we take the Example 5.9, with its unfolding rule which is not failure preserv-ing, then none of the points of Theorem 5.11 hold.31



5.2 A Precise Abstraction OperatorWe are now in a position to formally de�ne our abstraction operator.De�nition 5.12 (chabscP;U) Let P be a de�nite program, U a failure preserving unfoldingrule and A a set of constrained atoms.For any characteristic tree � , let A� = fA j c 2A 2 A^ chtreeFT ( c 2A; P; U) = �g.Then the operator chabscP;U is de�ned as follows:chabscP;U(S) = A;[ fpruneP (A; �) 2msg(A�) j, � 6= ; is a characteristic tree g.The following proposition establishes that the operator chabscP;U is an abstraction oper-ator (in the spirit of De�nition 2.8).Proposition 5.13 Let A be a �nite set of constrained atoms. Then A0 = chabscP;U(A) is a�nite set of constrained atoms such that every constrained atom in A is an FT -instance ofa constrained atom in A0.Proof Immediate corollary of De�nition 5.12 and point 1 of Theorem 5.11. 2By point 3 of Theorem 5.11 we can deduce that this abstraction operator preserves thecharacteristic trees, i.e. after abstraction, � remains a FT -characteristic tree for the CLP-goal pruneP (A; �) 2A. However, we cannot conclude that � is the FT -characteristic tree of pruneP (A; �) 2A for U , because nothing prevents U from treating that goal completelydi�erently (i.e. selecting di�erent atoms) from the goals in A� . Such an arbitrary behaviourdoes not cause problems for the constrained partial deduction method as such, except whenit comes to termination of chabscP;U (which will be proven below in Proposition 5.18). Toavoid this kind of arbitrary behaviour we need a feature of \stability" of the unfolding rulefor normalised constrained atoms (or use a monotonic partial deduction algorithm, cf. Sec-tion 3.2).De�nition 5.14 (stable unfolding rule) An unfolding rule U is called stable i� for eachatom A0 with chtree( A0; P; U) = � 6= ;, and for each atom A more general than A0, wehave that chtreeFT ( pruneP (A; �) 2A; P; U) = � .For instance a (purely) determinate unfolding rule U with a static (e.g. left-to-right)selection of the determinate atoms will not arbitrarily change the unfolding behaviour and inthat case we are able to conclude that chtreeFT ( pruneP (A; �) 2A; P; U) = � .Proposition 5.15 Any purely determinate unfolding rule with a static selection of the de-terminate atoms is stable.Proof Straightforward, by induction on the depth of � , because the pruning constraintspreserve determinacy as well as non-determinacy inside � and because the unfolding rule(due to its staticness) will then select the same literal as in � . 2Also note that in the case that an unfolding rule does not exhibit this stability we caneasily ensure it by simply imposing � as the FT -characteristic tree of the generalisation pruneP (A; �) 2A. In a practical algorithm (e.g. the one implemented for the experimentsin Section 6) this amounts to storing the characteristic tree � with the normalised atoms.32



Stability also has the added bene�t that unfolding does not have to be re-done for thegeneralised atom, because the resulting characteristic tree is already known. Also see [34]which pushes the idea of imposing characteristic trees on the generalisation one step further.We can now adapt Algorithm 2.9 by incorporating constrained atoms into the partialdeduction process and by using the abstraction operator of De�nition 5.12.Algorithm 5.16 (constrained partial deduction) Let P be a de�nite program, letU be a failure preserving unfolding rule. Given a constrained atom CA, we denote byresultantsP;U (CA) the partial deduction of CA in P when using the unfolding rule U . Also,by CBA(P̂ ) we denote the set of constrained body atoms of a set of CLP-clauses P̂ . Thefollowing de�nes a partial deduction algorithm which preserves characteristic trees by usingpruning constraints.Input: A program P and a goal GOutput: A specialised program P 0Initialise: i = 0, A0 = chabscP;U(ftrue 2A j A is an atom in G g)repeatlet P̂i = SCA2Ai resultantsP;U (CA);let Ai+1 = chabscP;U(Ai [ CBA(P̂i));i := i + 1;until Ai+1 = AiConstruct a partial deduction P 0 of P wrt Ai, P̂i and some ��.The following establishes the correctness of the above algorithm.Proposition 5.17 If Algorithm 5.16 terminates, starting from the original program P andthe goal G, it generates a partial deduction P 0 of P wrt Ai, P̂i and some �� satisfying therequirements of Theorem 4.14 for any goal G0 whose atoms are instances of atoms in G.Proof We just have to show that P̂i[fG0g is Ai;D-covered, i.e. each constrained body atomof P̂ or G0 should be a D�instance of an element in Ai. This condition is clearly satis�edwhen reaching the �xpoint of Algorithm 5.16. Indeed, by Proposition 5.13, all constrainedbody atoms of P̂i are D-instances of elements in Ai+1 = Ai. By the same proposition, allatoms in G are also D-instances of elements in Ai, because they were D-instances of elementsin A0. Finally, as the atoms in G0 are instances of the atoms in G, we can conclude (bydownwards-closedness) that P̂i [ fG0g is Ai;D-covered. 2We will now prove termination of the above algorithm for stable unfolding rules. In fact,given a (albeit unnatural) unstable unfolding rule, we can basically reconstruct the pattern ofan example in [37] to obtain an oscillating behaviour of the partial deduction Algorithm 5.16.Proposition 5.18 If the set of di�erent characteristic trees is �nite and the unfolding ruleU is stable, then Algorithm 5.16 terminates.Proof In Appendix D. 2To ensure a �nite number of di�erent characteristic trees, we can simply enforce a depthbound on the unfolding rule used during partial deduction, thereby also ensuring local termi-nation. It is, however, also possible not to impose any ad-hoc depth-bound on the unfoldingrule and to impose the depth-bound only on characteristic paths and trees. A third alterna-tive is presented in [40], which gets rid of the depth bound altogether (see also the discussionin Section 7). 33



5.3 Some ExamplesIn this section we illustrate the workings and the interest of the abstraction operator chabscP;Ualong with Algorithm 5.16 on some practical examples. First note that Algorithm 5.16 solvesall the problematic examples in [36] as well as the problematic non-termination example in[37].Example 5.19 Let us return to the member program and the problematic Example 3.11.(1) member(X; [X jT ]) (2) member(X; [Y jT ]) member(X; T )Let G = A;B be the goal of interest, where A = member(a; [b; cjT ]) and where B =member(a; [c; djT ]). We start the algorithm with A0 = chabscP;U(ftrue 2A; true 2Bg).Both true 2A and true 2B have the same FT -characteristic tree � = fh1 � 2; 1 � 2; 1 � 1i;h1 � 2; 1 � 2; 1 � 2ig when using a purely determinate unfolding rule. Hence we calculate C =msg(fA;Bg) = member(a; [X;Y jT ]) as well as the pruning constraint c = pruneP (C; �) =8Y 08T 0::(member(a; [X;Y jT ]) = member(a; [a; Y 0jT 0]))^8X 08T 0::(member(a; [X; Y jT ]) = member(a; [X; ajT ])) (calculated for the simple extensionpaths h1 � 1i and h1 � 2; 1 � 1i respectively). (Given a simpli�cation procedure we couldrewrite c into the equivalent constraint :(X = a) ^ :(Y = a).) We now get A0 = fc 2Cg.Unfolding c 2C using the same unfolding rule still results in the FT -characteristic tree� , and the precomputation and pruning that was possible for true 2A and true 2B hasbeen preserved by chabscP;U ! The only constrained body atom in the next step of the al-gorithm is ~9fTg(c) 2member(a; T ) which can be simpli�ed to true 2member(a;T ). TheFT -characteristic tree of true 2member(a;T ) is fh1 � 1i; h1 � 2ig. Thus chabscP;U performsno generalisation and at the next step of the algorithm we reach the �xpoint A2 = A1 =fc 2member(a; [X;Y jT ]); true 2member(a;T )g. We thus obtain the following partial de-duction P 0 wrt A1 (using an appropriate atomic renaming �):(1') mema([X; Y jT ]) mema(T )(2') membera([ajT ]) (3') membera([Y jT ]) membera(T )Now, for example G1 = member(a; [b; c];member(a; [c; d; e]) is A1;D-covered and, by The-orem 4.14, P 0 is correct for the renaming G01 = mema([b; c]; mema([c; d; e]). However,although G2 = member(a; [b; a]) is also A1;D-covered, G02 = mema([b; a]) is not a cor-rect renaming of G2 (because member(a; [b; a]) 62 validD(c 2member(a; [X; Y jT ])) and wecannot apply Theorem 4.14. And indeed, P 0 [ fG02g fails while P [ fG2g succeeds. We can,however, still rename G2 into G002 = membera([b; a]). Theorem 4.14 can then applied todeduce that using P 0 [ fG002g is correct.Example 5.20 Let P be the well known \vanilla" solve meta-interpreter (see e.g. [23, 47,48]). (1) solve(empty) (2) solve(X&Y ) solve(X); solve(Y )(3) solve(X) clause(X;B); solve(B)(4) clause(p(a)) (5) clause(p(b)) (6) clause(q(a)) (7) clause(q(b)) 34



Let us suppose we use a purely determinate unfolding rule U which allows non-determinatesteps only at the top. Also suppose that we want to specialise P for the goal G = solve(p(X)); solve(q(X)). The characteristic trees of both these atoms will be � = fh1 � 3ig.Applying the abstraction operator chabsP;U without constraints of De�nition 3.6 (aswell as the abstraction operators of [20, 17]) will give us as generalisation chabsP;U (S) =fsolve(X)g where solve(X) has the characteristic tree � 0 = fh1 � 1i; h1 � 2i; h1 � 3ig and localprecision and specialisation has been lost due to the abstraction.When using the abstraction operator chabscP;U with constraints we obtain chabscP;U(S) =:(solve(X) = solve(empty))^ 8Y 8Z::(solve(X) = solve(Y &Z)) 2 solve(X). The abstrac-tion still has the FT -characteristic tree � = fh1 � 3ig and all the specialisation has been pre-served. Using Algorithm 5.16 we obtain the following partial deduction P 0 (using a suitableatomic renaming �; determinate post-unfolding can be used to get rid of solve empty).(1') solve(X) clause(X); solve empty(2') clause(p(a)) (3') clause(p(b)) (4') clause(q(a)) (5') clause(q(b)) (6') solve empty  Example 5.21 The following is the well known reverse with accumulating parameter whichwe intend to use on lists of 0's and 1's and where a simple type check has been incorporated(to make it really declarative one would have to add an extra argument representing theoutput | to make it really e�ective one would have to add an if-then-else).(1) rev([]; Acc; Acc) (2) rev([H jT ]; Acc;Res) check list(Acc); rev(T; [HjAcc];Res)(3) check list(0) print(\type error, not list: 0")(4) check list(1) print(\type error, not list: 1")(5) check list(X) For the initial goal G = rev(L; []; R) and using a purely determinate unfolding rule theAlgorithm 5.16 will generate the following sequence of constrained atoms (the correspondingSLD-trees can be found in Figure 6):1. A0 = frev(L; [];R)g2. CBA(P̂0) = frev(T; [H];R)g3. A1 = chabscP;U(A0 [ CBA(P̂0)) = fc 2 rev(L;A;R)g, where c =8L08R0::(rev(L;A;R) = rev(L0; 0; R0)^ 8L08R0::(rev(L;A;R) = rev(L0; 1; R0)), be-cause chtree( rev(L; []; R); P; U) = chtree( rev(T; [H ]; R); P; U) = �1 = fh1 � 1i;h1 � 2; 1 � 5ig and extpathsP (�1) = fh1 � 2; 1 � 3i; h1 � 2; 1 � 4ig.4. CBA(P̂1) = fc0 2 rev(T; [H jA];R)g, where c0 =8L8R0::(rev([H jT ];A; R) = rev(L; 0; R0))^ 8L8R0::(rev([H jT ]; A;R) = rev(L; 1; R0)).5. A2 = chabscP;U(A1[CBA(P̂1)) = A1 as chtreeFT ( c0 2 rev(T; [H jA];R); P; U) = �1.Given an atomic renaming � such that �(c 2 rev(L;A;R)) = rev(L;A;R) we obtainthe following partial deduction wrt A1 in which the (albeit simple) type checking has beencompletely removed. 35



(1') rev([]; Acc;Acc) (2') rev([H jT ]; Acc;Res) rev(T; [H jAcc];Res)Note that, if we use a dynamic renaming strategy, then, just like for Example 3.7, we runinto non-termination. If we use a strategy without renaming and an abstraction operatorwhich allows only one msg per predicate, then partial deduction will not be able to removethe type checking.If we use the static renaming strategy of [3] then partial deduction is in this case ableto remove the type checking while guaranteeing termination. However, this comes at thecost of a larger program (because of unnecessary polyvariance due to the static guidance).Furthermore the program P can be slightly adapted such that 3; 4; 5; ::: renamed versions arerequired to remove the type checking.Also, the abstraction operators in [20, 17] or the abstraction operator chabsP;U withoutconstraints of De�nition 3.6 cannot adequately handle the above example and are not ableto remove the type checking. In fact chabsP;U(A0) = frev(L;A;R)g and local precision hasbeen lost and partial deduction is no longer able to remove the type checking.In summary, for some more elaborate specialisation examples, it is vital that the abstrac-tion operator preserves characteristic trees and the augmented precision of the new partialdeduction method pays o� in improved specialisation.@@@R���	 ?(1)2 (2) rev(L; []; R) check list([]); rev(T; [H]; R)(5) rev(T; [H]; R) @@@R���	 ?(1) (2) (5) c 2 rev(T; [HjA]; R)2 c0 2 rev(T 0; [H0;HjA]; R) c0 2 check list([HjA]); rev(T 0; [H0;HjA]; R)
@@@R���	 ?(1)2 (2) (5) rev(L; [H]; R) check list([H]); rev(T 0; [H0;H]; R) rev(T 0; [H0;H]; R)

Figure 6: SLD-trees for Example 5.216 Some Experimental ResultsAn automatic partial deduction system, based on Algorithm 5.16, has been developed in orderto check feasibility as well as practical potential of our approach. However, the extensionto any unfolding rule and negation (by incorporating failed branches and sub-trees into the36



characteristic tree with an adequate post-processing phase) has not been implemented yet.So the benchmarks and experiments were only conducted with purely determinate unfoldingrules and for de�nite programs (which limits the amount of speedup one can expect). Theparticular unfolding rule used in the experiments allows non-determinate unfolding only atthe top (thus guaranteeing that the backtracking behaviour will never be modi�ed, becausethe top-level goal is atomic) and selects determinate literals in a left-to-right fashion.To provide a fair comparison, we ran experiments for the following three abstractionoperators, each time using exactly the same unfolding rule just described:1. onemsg: This is an abstraction operator (already described in Section 2) which allowsjust one version per predicate and uses the msg to ensure this.2. chabs: This is the abstraction operator de�ned in De�nition 3.6 and which for theexamples at hand basically behaves like the abstraction described in [20].3. chabsc: the characteristic tree preserving abstraction operator of De�nition 5.12 usedinside the constrained partial deduction algorithm described in this paper.Note that only onemsg and chabsc guarantee termination.We compared the three approaches for the Lam & Kusalik benchmarks (see [31], they canalso be found in [46, 57]) without negation and built-in's: ancestor, depth, transpose. Wealso experimented with the rev checklist program from Example 5.21, which we specialisedfor the S = frev(L; [];R)g. Another experiment, member, consisted in a slight adaptation ofExample 3.11.The timing results are summarised in Table 1. The �rst line contains the absolute timings,the second line contains the speedup as compared with the original program. The Total rowcontains the normalised total time (and the total speedup in the second line) of all thetests (each test was given the same weight by dividing by the execution time of the originalunspecialised program). The timings were obtained by using the time=2 predicate of Prologby BIM on a Sparc Classic under Solaris. Su�cient memory was given to the Prolog systemto prevent garbage collections. The number of clauses and predicates was also measured andcan be found in Table 2. Test Original chabsc chabs onemsgrev checklist 0.67 s 0.32 s 0.90 s 0.67 s1 2.09 0.74 1member 0.46 s 0.18 s 0.24 s 0.30 s1 2.56 1.92 1.53ancestor 6.37 s 5.85 s 5.85 s 5.85 s1 1.09 1.09 1.09depth 2.38 s 2.15 s 2.15 s 2.38 s1 1.11 1.11 1transpose 2.00 s 0.43 s 0.43 s 0.41 s1 4.65 4.65 4.87Total 5 2.90 3.90 3.771 1.72 1.28 1.33Table 1: Speedup Figures37



Test Original chabsc chabs onemsgrev checklist 5-2 2-1 8-3 5-2member 4-2 5-3 5-3 4-2ancestor 15-5 15-5 15-5 5-2depth 8-3 11-5 11-5 8-3transpose 6-3 4-2 4-2 2-1Table 2: Program Sizes: Number of clauses and predicatesNote that in the transpose example the extra version produced by chabsc (and chabs)was not bene�cial which might have been caused by some Sparc caching behaviour. Alsonote that Lam & Kusalik benchmarks are not very sophisticated and the chabs operator hadno problem with termination and precision.In summary we can say that, even when using a simple unfolding rule, the abstractionoperator chabsc looks very promising and seems to be a good basis for a exible polyvarianceproviding just as many versions as necessary (i.e. only one version for the rev checklistexample but 5 for the depth example).7 Further Improvements, Discussion and Related WorkIn previous sections we have already hinted at two possibilities to lift the restriction tofailure preserving unfolding rules. If we want to expand the method to encompass normallogic programs some further di�culties arise (cf. Example 3.9).First, the abstraction operator will often have to ensure that a selected negative literal:A succeeds. In the context of SLDNF, this amounts to ensuring that A is ground andfails �nitely. For the former, some form of groundness constraint seems to be required (thisproblem can be avoided if we use the SLS semantics of [55]). The latter is very similar to thedi�culty encountered for non-failure preserving unfolding rules (cf. Example 5.9) becausethere can also be an in�nite number of possibilities in which the subtree for  A can bemade to fail. So, a �rst possibility to solve this problem is to not only incorporate the failedbranches into the characteristic trees, but the sub-trees for negative literals as well. This willlead to an even bigger polyvariance (which might be removed by a post-processing phase,but this might be impractical due to the large amount of polyvariance). A second possibilitywould be to extend the expressivity of the constraints. A promising approach in that directionis to extend the approach of computing fail substitutions [45].There is, however, still a third possibility discussed in [34]. This method follows the samebasic principle laid down in this paper, namely to use and preserve characteristic trees inorder to obtain a �ne-grained control of polyvariance, but achieves this without explicitly in-corporating constraints into the partial deduction process. The central idea of [34] is actuallyrather simple (and is a further development of the idea which we used in the previous sectionto transform any unfolding rule into a stable one): the method just imposes a characteristictree on the generalisation. This characteristic tree acts as a sort of implicit local constraint.As such the method does not have to impose any restriction on the unfolding rule, can handlenegation (and some built-in's as well) while still ensuring termination.However, the simplicity comes at the price of some loss of precision because the implicit38



constraints in [34] are only used locally (the method here, based on negative constraints,uses the constraints explicitly and propagates them globally via constrained atoms to be par-tially deduced). Also, the full instance relation now becomes undecidable, and a computableapproximation has to be used.Algorithm 5.16 based on chabscP;U (as well as [34]) still requires an ad-hoc depth boundon characteristic trees to ensure termination. As a partial remedy we can easily extend thealgorithm so that the precision of the characteristic trees is limited to a certain depth butthe unfolding rule has no a priori depth bound. Indeed, our abstraction operator chabscP;Uensures that characteristic trees can be preserved, but does not force the unfolding rule toactually perform the same unfolding (and the unfolding rule can thus unfold deeper than thecharacteristic tree if it wants to).However, even with that improvement, the precision of characteristic trees is still limitedand the depth bound can result in unsatisfactory, ad-hoc specialisation (see [40, 35]). For-tunately, by combining our approach with [51], it is possible to get rid of this ad-hoc depthbound. The basic idea is to use a re�ned well-quasi order on characteristic trees which spotspotential sequences of ever growing characteristic trees. The details of this approach havebeen elaborated in [40, 35] (applied to [34], but the approach can be applied in exactly thesame manner to the method of this paper).At �rst sight, the post-processing abstract interpretation phase of [12, 21], detectinguseless clauses, might seem like a viable alternative to using pruning constraints and theframework of constrained partial deduction. However, such an approach can not bring backthe precomputation that has been lost by an imprecise abstraction operator | it might onlybe able to bring back part of the pruning. But, when running the method of [12, 21] e.g.on the residual program P 0 of Example 3.11, no useless clauses are detected. Indeed to beable to do so, one needs an analysis which can do some form of unfolding and in that processpreserve characteristic trees | in other words exactly the method that we have developed inthis paper. So neither of the two approaches subsumes the other, they are complementary.Another related work is [11], which uses abstract substitutions to prune resultants whileunfolding. These abstract substitutions play a role very similar to the constraints in thecurrent paper. However, no formal correctness or termination result is given in [11] (and theissue of preserving characteristic trees is not addressed). Indeed, as abstract substitutionsof [11] are not necessarily downwards-closed, this seems to be a much harder task and anormal coveredness condition will not su�ce to ensure correctness (for instance the atoms inthe bodies of clauses might be further instantiated at run-time and thus, in the absence ofdownwards-closedness, no longer covered). Our paper actually provides a framework withinwhich correctness of [11] could be established for abstract substitutions which are downwards-closed. Another, more technical di�erence is that neither the method of [12, 21] nor themethod of [11] preserve the �nite failure semantics (i.e. in�nite failure might be replaced by�nite failure), while our approach, just like ordinary partial deduction, does.Another method that might look like a viable alternative to our approach is the one of [5],situated within the context of unfold/fold transformations. In particular, [5] contains manytransformation rules and allows �rst-order logic formulas to be used to constrain the special-isation. It is thus a very powerful framework. But also, because of that power, controllingit in an automatic way, as well as ensuring actual e�ciency gains, is much more di�cult. Aprototype for [5] exists, but the control heuristics as well as the correctness proofs are stillleft to the user.Let us also briey discuss some further applications of constrained partial deduction,39



beyond preserving characteristic trees. For example, a constraint structure over integers orreals could handle Prolog built-ins like <;>;�;� in a much more sophisticated manner thanordinary partial evaluators. Also, one can provide a very re�ned treatment of the n== Prologbuilt-in using the FT structure (this feature has actually been incorporated in the prototypeof the previous section, but has not been used in the experiments). The following exampleillustrates this, where a form of \driving of negative information" (using the terminology ofsupercompilation [67, 68]) is achieved by constrained partial deduction.Example 7.1 Take the following adaptation of the member program which only succeedsonce. (1) member(X; [X jT ]) (2) member(X; [Y jT ]) Xn== Y;member(X; T )Let us start specialisation with the goal  member(X; [a; Y; a]). Using a determinateunfolding rule (even with a lookahead) we would unfold this goal once and get the re-solvent  Xn== a;member(X; [Y; a]) in the second branch. Ordinary partial deductionwould ignore Xn== a and unfold member(X; [Y; a]), thus producing an extra superuousresultant with the impossible (given the context) computed answer fX=ag. In the con-strained partial deduction setting, we can incorporate Xn== a as a constraint and unfold:(X = a) 2member(X; [Y; a]) instead of just member(X; [Y; a]) and thereby prune the su-peruous resultant.The program in the above example is actually almost a CLP-program, and we could go onestep further and also specialise CLP-programs. As Algorithm 5.16 is based on the structureFT we conjecture that an adaptation of our technique might yield a re�ned specialisationtechnique for CLP(FT ) [60, 61, 62]. Also, it is actually not very di�cult to adapt theframework of Section 4.2 to work on CLP-programs instead of ordinary logic programs | wejust have to require that equality is handled in the same manner as in logic programming.However, establishing the correctness will become much more di�cult because one cannotreuse the correctness results of standard partial deduction. In that context, we would like tomention [66], which extends constructive negation for CLP-programs, as well as recent workon the transformation of CLP-programs [16]. Note, however, that [16] is situated within theunfold/fold transformation paradigm and also that no concrete algorithms are presented.Finally, let us mention a recent extension of partial deduction, called conjunctive partialdeduction [39, 22]. Conjunctive partial deduction handles conjunctions of atoms instead ofjust atoms. This means that when the unfolding rule stops, the atoms in the leaves of theSLD(NF)-tree are not automatically separated and treated in isolation. As such, the localprecision problem disappears almost entirely and approaches based on determinate unfoldingbecome much more viable (recent experiments in [26] con�rm this, where determinate unfold-ing outperforms more eager unfolding rules based on well-founded or well-quasi measures).The method of this paper can be easily adapted to work in that setting, and there mighteven be no need to extend it to allow non-failure preserving unfolding rules.8 ConclusionWe have shown that characteristic trees are very useful to obtain a �ne grained control ofpolyvariance for partial deduction. We have shown that, for precision and termination, itis crucial that characteristic trees are preserved by the abstraction operator of a partial40



deduction algorithm. If this is the case we can obtain a partial deduction method giving usthe right amount of global precision which avoids any loss of local precision. However, thepreservation of characteristic trees turns out to be a substantial problem, and the approachesin the literature so far do not exhibit this desirable property.To overcome this di�culty we have developed the framework of constrained partial deduc-tion, based on introducing constraints into the partial deduction process. We have providedformal correctness results for this framework and have shown that it o�ers potential beyondthe preservation of characteristic trees.Because of the added expressivity and precision of the constraints we were able to de-vise an abstraction operator for constrained partial deduction which preserves characteristictrees for de�nite logic programs and failure preserving unfolding rules (and which can beextended to any unfolding rule by incorporating the failing branches into the characteristictrees | other possibilities to extend the method were also outlined) while at the same timeguaranteeing correctness and termination. The method has been shown to be useful on someexamples leading to enhanced precision and specialisation and some promising experimentswere conducted.We were thus able to devise a partial deduction algorithm with a very �ne grained controlof polyvariance, no loss of local precision due to the abstraction while ensuring terminationand correctness.AcknowledgementsMichael Leuschel is supported by Esprit BR-project Compulog II. Danny De Schreye is seniorresearch associate of the Belgian National Fund for Scienti�c Research. We would like tothank Bern Martens for proof-reading (several versions) of this paper, for his subtle commentsand for the stimulating discussions. We would also like to thank John Gallagher and MauriceBruynooghe for their helpful remarks. We appreciated interesting discussions with W lodekDrabent and Andr�e De Waal. We are also grateful to Marc Denecker for providing us withrelevant insights into semantical issues and equality theory. Finally we thank anonymousreferees for their comments and challenging criticism, which helped to substantially improvethe paper.References[1] K. R. Apt. Introduction to logic programming. In J. van Leeuwen, editor, Handbook ofTheoretical Computer Science, chapter 10, pages 495{574. North-Holland Amsterdam,1990.[2] K. Benkerimi and P. M. Hill. Supporting transformations for the partial evaluation oflogic programs. Journal of Logic and Computation, 3(5):469{486, October 1993.[3] K. Benkerimi and J. W. Lloyd. A partial evaluation procedure for logic programs. InS. Debray and M. Hermenegildo, editors, Proceedings of the North American Conferenceon Logic Programming, pages 343{358. MIT Press, 1990.[4] R. Bol. Loop checking in partial deduction. The Journal of Logic Programming,16(1&2):25{46, 1993. 41
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Now let the atom A be p(b). Then according to de�nition 4.5 of [20] we have thatchpath(A) = (hc1i; fc3; c4g). According to de�nition 4.10 of [20] we obtain: chpaths(A) =fhc1; c3i; hc1; c4ig.The most general resultants (de�nition 4.6 of [20]) of the paths in chpaths(A) is the setfp(Z) r(Z); p(Z) s(Z)g.By de�nition 4.10 of [20] we obtain the characteristic call of A:chcall(A) = msgfp(Z); p(Z)g= p(Z).In Lemma 4.11 of [20] it is claimed that chpath(chcall(A)) = chpath(A) and thatchpath(msgfA; chcall(A)g) = chpath(A), i.e. it is claimed that chpath(msgfA; chcall(A)g)\abstracts" A (�nds a more general atom) while preserving the characteristic path structure.However, in our example we have that:chpath(chcall(A)) = chpath(msgfA; chcall(A)g) = chpath(p(Z)) = (hi; fc1; c2g) 6= chpath(A)and thus Lemma 4.11 is false.B Termination property of chabsP;UIn this appendix we prove a termination property of the abstraction operator chabsP;U de�nedin De�nition 3.6.The following well-founded measure function is taken from [19] and can also be found inthe extended version of [51]:De�nition B.1 Let Term and Atom denote the sets of terms and atoms, respectively. Wede�ne the function scount : Term [Atom!IN counting symbols by:� scount(t) = 1 + scount(t1) + : : :+ scount(tn) if t = f(t1; : : : ; tn), n > 0� scount(t) = 1 otherwiseLet the number of distinct variables in a term or atom t be vcount(t).We now de�ne the function hcount : Term [ Atom !IN by hcount(t) = scount(t) �vcount(t).The well-founded measure function hcount has the property that hcount(t) > 0 for anynon-variable t. Also if A is an atom strictly more general than B we have that hcount(A) <hcount(B) (see [51]).De�nition B.2 (hvecT;P;U) Let P be a normal program, U an unfolding rule and let T =h�1; : : : ; �ni be a �nite vector of characteristic trees. Also let S be a set of atoms. For everycharacteristic tree �i, let A�i be de�ned as A�i = fA j A 2 S ^chtree( A; P; U) = �ig.We then de�ne the weight vector of S wrt T , P and U , denoted by hvecT;P;U(S), as:hvecT;P;U(S) = hw1; : : : ; wni where� wi =1 if A�i = ;� wi =PA2A�i hcount(A) if A�i 6= ;Weight vectors are partially ordered by the usual order relation among vectors (i.e.hw1; : : : ; wni � hv1; : : : ; vni i� w1 � v1; : : : ; wn � vn and ~w < ~v i� ~w � ~v and ~v 6� ~w.The set of weight vectors is well founded (no in�nitely decreasing sequences exist) becausethe weights of the atoms are well founded. 47



Proposition B.3 (Termination using chabsP;U) Let P be a normal program, U an un-folding rule and let T = h�1; : : : ; �ni be a �nite vector of characteristic trees.For every �nite set of atoms A and S such that the characteristic trees of their atoms are inT and such that the abstraction operator chabsP;U preserves the characteristic trees (in thesense that, for each A� in De�nition 3.6, the characteristic tree of msg(A� ) is exactly �) wehave that one of the following holds:� chabsP;U(A [ S) = A (up to variable renaming) or� hvecT;P;U(chabsP;U(A [ S)) < hvecT;P;U(A).Proof Again, let (for any �nite set of atoms S and any characteristic tree �) S� be de�nedas S� = fA j A 2 S ^chtree( A; P; U) = �g. Also let hvecT;P;U(A) = hw1; : : : ; wni and lethvecT;P;U(chabsP;U(A [ S)) = hv1; : : : ; vni. Then for every �i 2 T we have two cases:� fmsg(A�i[S�i)g = A�i (up to variable renaming). In this case the abstraction operatorperforms no modi�cation for �i and vi = wi.� fMg = fmsg(A�i [ S�i)g 6= A�i (up to variable renaming). In this case there are threepossibilities:{ A�i = ;. In this case vi < wi =1 because the characteristic tree of M is still �i.{ A�i = fAg for some atom A. In this case M is strictly more general than A (byde�nition of msg because M 6= A) and hence vi < wi because M has �i as itscharacteristic tree.{ #(A�i) > 1. In this case M is more general (but not necessarily strictly moregeneral) than any atom in A�i) and vi < wi because at least one atom is removedby the abstraction operator and because M has �i as its characteristic tree.Note that for three points above it was vital that the abstraction operator preservesthe characteristic trees.Note that 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng we have that vi � wi and the new weight vector hv1; : : : ; vni willbe comparable to the old vector hw1; : : : ; wni. So either the abstraction operator performsno modi�cation at all (and the weight vectors are identical) or the well-founded measurefunction hvecT;P;U strictly decreases. 2So, if characteristic trees are preserved by the abstraction operator then termination ofthe general partial deduction Algorithm 2.9 is guaranteed. However, if characteristic treesare not preserved by the abstraction operator then the above proof no longer holds andtermination is no longer guaranteed (even assuming a �nite number of characteristic trees,see [37]) !C Lemmas for Proving Correctness of Constrained PartialDeductionWe extend the concept of valid D-instances to goals by stating that Q0 2 validD( c 2Q)i� there exists a substitution  such that Q0 = Q and  sat c.48



Lemma C.1 (persistence of validity) Let G be an ordinary goal and CG a CLP-goal.Let G 2 validD(CG). Let CD be a CLP=(D)-derivation for P [ fCGg with D-characteristicpath p and resolvent CG0 and let D be an SLD-derivation for P [ fGg with characteristicpath p and resolvent G0. Then G0 2 validD(CG0).Proof First, note that if � sat c then for any set of variables V we have that � sat ~9V(c)(and even that � jV sat ~9V(c)).Let us do the proof by induction on the length of D and CD (as they have the same charac-teristic path they must be of the same length).Induction Hypothesis: Lemma C.1 holds for all derivations D with length � n.Base Case: (D and CD have length 0). Trivial, as G = G0 and RG = RG0.Induction Step: (D and CD have length n + 1). Let G = A1; : : : ; Ak and CG = c 2C1; : : : ; Ck. We know by de�nition that Ai = Ci where  satD c. Let Ai be the se-lected literal and C = H  B1; : : : ; Bq be the clause chosen for the �rst resolution step ofD and CD. Let G1 =  (A1; : : : ; Ai�1; B1; : : : ; Bq; Ai+1; : : : ; Ak)� be the goal after the �rstresolution step in D where � be the �rst mgu in D (i.e. � is an idempotent and relevantmgu of Ai and H). Let CG1 =  c0 2Q be the CLP-goal after the �rst resolution step inCD, where Q = (C1; : : : ; Ci�1; B1; : : : ; Bq; Ci+1; : : : ; Ck)�C and where �C is the �rst mgu inCD (i.e. �c is an idempotent and relevant mgu of Ci and H) and c0 = ~9vars(Q)(c�c). By the(correct version) of the lifting lemma16 we know that there exists a substitution � such thatCj�c� = Aj� for j 2 f1; : : : ; kg 17 and Bj�c� = Bj� for j 2 f1; : : : ; qg.Now, we know that  satD c. Hence also � satD c. Now as Cj� = Cj�c� for all j weknow that � and �c� have the same e�ect on the variables in CG and thus in c. Hencewe also have that �c� satD c. By de�nition of satisfaction this is equivalent to saying that� satD c�c. This also implies that � satD ~9vars(Q)(c�c). As G1 = Q� we have establishedthat G1 2 validD(CG1). We can now use the induction hypothesis for the remaining n stepsof D and CD. 2The previous lemma talks about unrenamed goals and derivations in the original (unre-named) program. For the general correctness theorem we have to reason on derivations ofrenamed goals in the (renamed) specialised program. The following lemma a�rms, undercertain conditions, that for every renamed goal we might possibly obtain in the specialisedprogram we can always �nd some unrenamed goal of which it is a valid renaming (i.e. satis-fying De�nition 4.10).Lemma C.2 Let P 0 be a partial deduction of P wrt A, P̂ and �� such that A is a �niteset of constrained atoms and let G be an ordinary goal such that P̂ [ fGg is A;D-covered.Also let G0 = �0�(G), where �0� is a renaming function based on �. Let D0 be a �nite SLD-derivation for P 0 [ fG0g leading to the resolvent RG0. Then there exists an ordinary goalRG and a renaming function �00� based on � such that RG0 = �00�(RG) and such that RG isA;D-covered.Proof First note that, if �0�(RG) is de�ned, RG must by de�nition be A;D-covered.We can prove the lemma by induction on the length of D0.16See e.g. the lifting lemmas in [27, 14, 1], but also [43] whose lifting Lemma 4.1 is di�erent from theincorrect one in [42].17The lifting lemma only a�rms this for j 6= i, but it is easy to see that we can always �nd a � which alsosatis�es the above for i = j (by simply applying the lifting lemma to clause C 0 in which we add H as a bodyatom to the clause C) because Ci�c = H�c. 49



Induction Hypothesis: Lemma C.2 holds for all derivations D with length � n.Base Case: (D0 has length 0). Trivial, we simply take RG = G and �00� = �0�.Induction Step: (D0 has length n + 1). Let G = A1; : : : ; Ai; : : : ; Ak and let �0�(Ai) bethe literal in G0 = �0�(G) which is selected by D0. Let C0 = �(c 2A)� ��(c0 2B1; : : : ; Bq)with c 2A 2 A be the clause in P 0 used in the �rst resolution step of D0. Let G01 =  (�0�(A1); : : : ; �0�(Ai�1); ��(B1); : : : ; ��(Bq); �0�(Ai+1); : : : ; �0�(Ak))� be the goal obtained afterthe �rst resolution step for G0 in D0 and let G1 = (A1; : : : ; Ai�1; B1; : : : ; Bq; Ai+1; : : : ; Ak)�where � is the �rst mgu in D0. We will show that it is possible to rename G1 into G01.Because �0�(G) is de�ned we know that true 2Ai is a D-instance of c 2A. Furthermore,by Lemma 4.18 this means that Ai 2 validD(c 2A). Let Ĉ = A�  c0 2B1; : : : ; Bq be theunrenamed version of C 0 in P̂ . By construction of Ĉ, we know that there is a CLP=(D)-derivation for P [f c 2Ag with computed answer � and resolvent c0 2B1; : : : ; Bq. We cannow apply Lemma C.1 (persistence of validity) to deduce that the atoms  B1�; : : : ; Bq� 2validD( c0 2B1; : : : ; Bq). This implies that each Bi� is a valid D-instance of the corre-sponding constrained body atom of Ĉ, i.e. Bi� 2 validD(~9vars(Bi)(c0) 2Bi). Now as eachconstrained body atom ~9vars(Bi)(c0) 2Bi of Ĉ is in turn an instance of a constrained atomCAi in A with ��(Bi) = �(CAi)�i (because P̂ is A;D-covered and by de�nition of a renam-ing function), we simply construct a renaming �00� such that �00�(Bi�) = ��(Bi)� and suchthat �00�(Ai�) = �0�(Ai)�. We thus have constructed a renaming �00� and a goal G1 such that�00�(G1) = G01 and we can apply the induction hypothesis for the remaining n steps of D0. 2One might wonder why three di�erent renaming functions (��; �0�; �00�) are needed in theabove lemma. Usually the top-level goal G0 will be renamed using �� and one might thinkthat it is possible to prove that RG0 is the renaming of some goal RG under ��, i.e. RG0 =��(RG). Unfortunately, in general, no such goal RG exists ! The reason is that in thecourse of performing resolution steps atoms might become more instantiated, meaning thatthe renaming function �� would, based on this instantiation, rename di�erently. Take forexample the set A = ftrue 2 p(X ); true 2 p(a)g of unconstrained atoms, the goal G = p(X); p(X) and take � such that �(true 2 p(X )) = p 0(X ), �(true 2 p(a)) = pa . Then ��(G)=  p0(X); p0(X). Also assume that ��(p(a)) = pa. Now suppose that the clause p0(a) isin the partial deduction P 0 wrt an original P and the set A. Then after one resolution stepfor P 0[��(G) we obtain the goal p0(a) and for no goal RG we have that ��(RG) = p0(a).Indeed ��( p(a)) = pa 6= p0(a). However, we can construct another renaming function�00� such that �00�( p(a)) = p0(a). So Lemma C.2 holds (and three, possibly distinctrenaming functions are needed if we want to repeatedly apply the lemma).D Termination of Constrained Partial DeductionIn this appendix we prove Proposition 5.18.Proposition 5.18 If the set of di�erent characteristic trees is �nite and the unfolding ruleU is stable, then Algorithm 5.16 terminates.Proof The proof is very similar to the one in Appendix B (and stability of the unfolding ruleensures that the characteristic tree of the generalisation of A� is exactly �). First we haveto extend the de�nition of hcount in Appendix B to constrained atoms: hcount(c 2A) =hcount(A). Then we extend the de�nition of hvecT;P;U to sets of constrained atoms bytaking, for each characteristic tree � , hcount of the normalised constrained atoms only (and1 if there are none). Note that after the �rst step of the algorithm, Ai will only contain50



normalised constrained atoms. We now prove in a very similar way to Proposition B.3 thatfor every �nite set of constrained atoms Newi and Ai, where we de�ne New0i = fCA 2Newi j chtree(CA; P; U) 6= ;g, we have the following:� either chabscP;U(Ai [New0i) = Ai� or hvecT;P;U(chabscP;U(Ai [New0i)) < hvecT;P;U(Ai).This is su�cient to prove termination, as constrained atoms with empty characteristic treesare kept unchanged by chabscP;U and do not lead to further constrained body atoms that haveto be added. In other words, if we reach a point where chabscP;U(Ai [New0i) = Ai, then atthe next step of the Algorithm 5.16 we reach a point where Ai+1 = chabscP;U(Ai+1[Newi+1).2
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